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WE ARE PLANNING 
Something special for East-
er in cooperation with Char-
leston merchants. Watch for 
announcement next week. tteacbers <.to liege 1Rews 
EVENTS-OF-THE-WEEK 
Home Concert of t he Wo-
men's Glee Chm, Wednesday 
evening at 8 o'c~ock in audi-
torium; W AA Open House, 
Monday. 
Columbia M edolist 
Win11er. 193~ "TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID" 
ICPA First Place 
1931-32-33-31-35 
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WPA Plan for 
·.Educat ion Is lr 
__ _. 
Summer T ime Will 
Find Several of Eastern's Veteran 
Instructors Teaching in Other 
Colleges, Accordilng to Plans. 
Exhibit of Paul Sargent's Art Works Lookee! Lair, 
Continue~; Voters Choose Favorites Hall Carnival 
NoW in Effect 
Present, Former Eastern Stu-
dents Help Administer New 
Adult Education Program 
Sponsored by Government. 
8 Easterners Assist 
When school bells ring for the 
1936 summer term, several of 
Eastern's senior faculty members 
will not be present for the first 
time in many years. They will 
be guests in other colleges this 
summer. 
E. H. Taylor, head of the 
mathematics department, w i 11 
Present and former students of East- teach at Kalamazoo State Teach-
ern are playing prominent roles in the ers college, Kalamazoo, Michi-
new General Education program spon- gan. 
sored by the Federal government under Miss Isabel McKinney, head 
auspices of WPA. of the English department, has 
accepted a position at the Uni-This program was created on Feb-
Training School Pupils Favor 
'' Incoming Wave '' ; Sargent 
Likes '' St orm in Mount ains.'' 
By Florence Cottingham 
College and high school students 
and townspeople were consistent in 
their choice of favorites at the exhi'blit 
of Paul Sargent paintings in the Art 
room, last week. Final tabulation 
showed that the oils titled "Ranch 
House," and ."Incoming Wave" tied for 
first place, with "On a Quiet Stream" 
receiving second largest number of 
votes. These results were obtained 
from voting done by the 500 visitors 
who viewed the exhibit the first three 
days. 
. versity of Minnesota. 
ruary 1 of this year. Two official pro- Lawrence F. Ashley, head of "Incoming Wave" Chos·en 
jects are included; one for nursery or the industrial arts department, The children from the training) 
pre-school education and the other for will teach at the state college school, as well as those from the city 
general adult education. at Pullam, Washington. schools, chose "Incoming Wave" as 
State Program Subdivided H. DeF. Widger of the Eng- their favorite. Townspeople and high 
The state program was broken into lish department plans to teach school students put "Ranch House" 
distri'ct projects with the State super- at the Southern Illinois State in first place. Two of the pictures 
intendent of public instruction as the 
1 
Normal university at Carbondale. chosen as ·favorites were among the 
sponsor. A supervisor was appointed less vivid works. Those who liked the 
for each district. He immediately ap- bold strokes and bright colors voted 
Art Works Exhibited 
PAUL SARGENT 
Lures Throng 
Pauline Wett er Cr owned Queen 
of Second Annual AIJ.-College 
Carnival; !Side Shows Attract 
Large Audiences. 
Dance Is Included 
"Students made a waste basket out 
of the main building," commented one 
who attended the Panther Lair-Pem-
berton Hall carnival Saturday night. He 
referred, of course, to the confetti, 
corn, and crepe that revelers tossed in 
the halls from one end of the building 
to the other. 
The waste material represented 
something very worthwhile, though; it 
was a monument to the gay evening 
some 300 guests enjoyed. 
Side Shows Are Attractions 
From 8 to 10 p. m. guests visited 
various side-shows, ate hot dogs, or 
toured the tunnel. Side-show attrac-pointed a superintendent in each P/ W; •11 0~~ consistently for that type with all ay ers l er three ballots. Gl Cl b M k tions included a ni'ght club, bingo, for-county to organize the local programs. t ee u 0 a e tune telling, baseball games, fishing, T he state superintendent of pubJic Q U p[ The thirty oil paintings were first and refreshment concessions. 
i'nstruction appointed ten consultants to pen nouse ays presented Sunday .afternoon, March Fi. A 
15. from 4 to 6 p. m. Glenn Cooper, lVe p~nearances After 10 o'clock most of the guests advise and assist the district super- ,-
t President of the college Art club, in- remained to dance to recorded music. visors and county superintenden s. Two1 Plays Will Be Presented on troduced Mr. Sargent, who was a na- d At 10:30 Pauline Wetter was crowned 
Coles county is in WPA district No. 4 Annual Feature Night This tive of Coles county and a graduate of Home Program to Be Offer~ 
1 
Queen of Lairahalla, winning the title 
with headquarters at Decatur. W. B . Thursday, President Says. EI before attaining prominence in the Wednesday; Decatur, Parts, I by virtue of more than 6,000 votes. Her 
Dickerman of Springfield is the super- field of art. Mr. Sargent told the .Kansas Will Hear Club. maids of honor were Florence Catting-
visor. Open House will be held by the Play- group of his trip with his brother I ham, junior class; Lois Cottingham, 
Soon after Feb. 4 Mr. Dickerman ap- ers this Thursday night at 8 o'clock through Louisiana, Texas·, Colorado, Although only five days returned senior class; Marguerite Iknayan, 
poi'nted Thompson Shields, a graduate when they offer two one-act plays. Idaho, california, and his stay in from a four-day road tour, the Wo- 1 sophomore class; and Helen Mcintyre, 
of Eastern, to serve as superintendent President Agnes Worland invites every Sequoia Park, from which he has just men's Glee club is preparing for an- ~· senior from TG high school. The 
for Coles county. Since that time 20 student to attend. There is no ad- returned. It was considered strange other series of out-of-town appear- ceremony was simple but effective. 
people have been employed to conduct mission charge. by Californians to see an artist paint- ances. \ Eleanor. Gabel provided musical ac-
classes in Adult education and Pre- The first play is entitled "For Dis- ing snow scenes there, since the park's Before quitting Charleston, however, 1 compamment for the march. 
school education. Eight of the teach- tinguished Service." It is coached by most popular seastm is summer. The the club will give· a home concert this Helen Phillips Is Chainnan 
ers are graduates, former students, or I Mabel Thiel and has the following cast majority of the ;pictures on exhibit Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock i'n the Helen Phillips was general chairman 
present students of Eastern State. of characters: Evelyn Carruthers, Vio- were done during this eight months' college auditorium. of the carnival. She extends thanks 
Classes Slated at Eastern let Podesta, and Ma.rtha June White. ! t~ip, but they were only ~ sma:ll por- The club will appear for two perform- to those who aided with the show. 
Arrangements have been made to "'Op-o'-Me-Thumb" is the other at- tlon of all completed durmg hiS stay. I ances at Decatur Friday. In the after- Pemberton Hall's kitchen was turned 
conduct night classes for adults at the tractlon. Ann Pergram coaches the Sever~ of the large paint~ngs, and noon they will sing before the Illinois i'nto a pop corn factory, and the hall 
Practical Arts building at Eastern. following .cast: Mary Augusta Bratton, especially those of mountains, were State Prohibition convention at the and rooms were filled with sign paint-
Courses will be offered in woodworking, Eleanor Gabel, Elizabeth Valbert, made from sketches of the original. Armory. At 6:30 in the evening they ers. Committees which assisted were: 
carpentry, band steel, machine shop, J ames Michael, Agnes Worland, and VerDatility Is Interesting will sing at the Presbyterian church. c. Jane Hall, decorations; Pauline Wet-
and dramatics. All of the classes will j Ann Pergram. . The versatility shown in Mr. Sar- Two performances are scheduled ter, night club; Naomi Newman, iden-
be open to the general publi'c. Each Open House IS one of the feature 
1 
gent's work is interesting. Each can- S d Th r t ·s ·n Kansas at 4 tification tags; Jennie Mae Huff, pop 
course will be conducted for a period days of t~e yea~ on the Players' cal- vas presents a diff·~rent scene, and no 0,~~oc~·and ~h~r~e~o~d in Paris at 8 ' corn balls; violet Podesta, fortune tell-
of six weeks and at the close of that endar. La1ge audiences have been pres- two are expressed m the same mood. o'clock. ing; Barbara Ann Powell, box; Maxine 
time a certificate will be presented to ent in the past. According to Mr. Cooper, Mr. Sargent's Craig, candy; Georgianna Frazier, fish-
each person who has attended class at ElsTc--- work may be classified in two periods. The same personnel which appeared ing; Juanita Brown, hot dogs; Helen 
least 80 per cent of the time. Enrollment Figure Those done from 1912 to 1925 stress on the recent tour will sing at these Barr, invitations; Helen Agee adver-
EI is represented by the following Reaches 926 Total detail a great deal, while the products appearances. ElsTc tising. 
employees in Goles county: Leslie of the last ~ecade J?re~ent masses. One From the Lair Vince Kelly was chair-
Wright, Frank Cossins, Charles Ridey, --- of th~ ~.arhest pamtn~~s t~ be seen Amateur Nite Plans man. He was in charge of the "mam-
Jessie Lou Cochran, Harry White, Enrollment total for the Spring quar- here IS Ranc~ ~ouse, Which shows iM~ake Forward Stride moth wrestling show." Practically 
Thompson Shi'elds of Charleston; Edna ter stands at 926, according to Miss t.he. charactenstlcs of the form~r every member of the Lair assisted with 
Pr·c and Mary Reid of Mattoon. Blanche Thomas, registrar. Of this periOd. One of the latter group Is . the carnival. 1 
e number, 157 are TO high school stu- "Storm in the Mountains," which Mr. "W·ait till Lochmvar Fred Foreman I · 
ElsT dents. Sargent confesses is his favorite. puts on h'is act," advises Don Cavins, ~ed Foreman, Glenn Cooper,. and 
Donald R. Alter Is Forty-five counties in the state are During the period after chapel on chairman, speaking in reference to Wilma Brumleve ran the art studiO. 
Speaker at Forum's represented by one or more students. Tuesday, Mr. Sargent was again pres- Amateur Night which will be staged EISTC 
Coles county naturally is the leader ent in the Art room to speak to stu- in April. The entire program for this Helen Carver Named 
Meeting Last Week with 385 students. dents and faculty members. At this novel event has not been divulged at To Head Pemberton 
--- F1our states other than Tilinois also time he discussed the technical steps the present time. But Mr. Cavins 
Donald R. Alter, member of the so- are represented. Indiana sends two in the composition of a canvas, using promi'ses an unusual program that no · Hall During Quarter 
cial science department, spoke on, "The and Michigan, Missouri) and Ohio one student should miss. FUrther details 
Future of Social Sciences" before the each. (Continued on Page 8) will appear in next week's News. 
regular meeting of the Forum club ~ 
held in Room 6 Wednesday, at 7:30 p. 
'Log' of Glee Club's Four-Day Tour Kept by Member m. 
Mr. Alter said, "Educationalists are 
now stressing Social Sciences. This is I ·By Agnes Worland. from her size. Gwen Oliver resents 
probably due to the financial and eco- The "University Glee Club from the ililplication and looks plenty rut-
nomic conditions at the present time." Charleston Illinois" as one newspaper fled. 
Mr. Alter is, however, of the opinion dubbed the' Eastern female .songster ag- Baseball and roller skating are the 
that the Educationalists are getting gregation, returned from its four-day popular noon hour sports at Sullivan 
nowhere. tour of central Illinois and points High. All activity ceases, however, 
The meeting was opened by Le Roy south Thursday night singing "Home when the Southern Limited number 
Gruenwa~d, president of the club, who sweet Home" with as much gusto as 109, rolls up to the front gate with its 
introduced the speaker. Plans for the they produced "Goody Goody" Monday preCious load of pulchritudinous play-
mock Republican convention were morning (though perhaps with more girls. 
made. The convention is to be held sincerity). Riding, singing, eating, sing- The songs sound especially well, even 
late in April. Mr. Gruenwald asks all ing, riding, singing, eating, si'nging, to the student body. Nice place, Sulli-
who wish· to parti'cipate in the conven- sleeping, eating, riding, singing, is all van, but oh my, the taste of that wat-
tion to put their names in the Forum v.ery well but, after all, y'know even er! • 
mail box. prospective school marms have their Second stop, Bethany. Mr. Sunder-
---EtsT limitations. man, "Keep your seats, girls. I'll get 
FURNITURE, DESKS ARE Monday. the lay of the land." With that, di-
DELIVERED TO COLLE GE The printed directions indicate that rector spats his chewing gum in the 
--- Sullivan is the first stopping place. On roadside ditch, adjusts his tie, cocks his 
New furniture for both the children's to Sullivan! "S'pose we'll see Mary hat, and strides up the walk to B . T . 
and general libraries has been ordered Croughan? Jane Smith has a brother H. S. Rosalie Bear knits complacent-
and desks for instructors have al- in school there." ly in an outside seat, Ruth Clapp knits 
ready arrived. A most interesting sight is observed her brow and asks for a five-letter 
Twelve desks have been received on a side road. A farmer 'is dragging word meaning "sawlike organ," Betty 
from the Illinois State Penitentiary at the road, and his wife lies on the drag Jane Ewing points to a cute lil' lamb 
Joliet. T wo of the desks are in wal- j to weight it down. A soprano remarks across the fence, Scout Sunderman 
nut finish. that she must be a second alto judgin g emerges, gives the h igh sign, and the 
I I 
twenty-eight warblers pile out. 
In the main corridor somebody gives 
a little squeal and points to a picture 
on the wall. The picture turns out to 
be none other than their own Mr. Met-
ter of Education 20 renown who used 
to be principal here. A swift applica-
tion of powder puffs and into the gym-
nasium march the smiling damosels for 
their second appearance. There is 
much handclapping, especially for Dor-
othy s "Kitten on the Keys." 
The Methodist ladies serve ·a jitney 
supper, Wilba Clibbet's grandma's 
burnt sugar . cake being a favorite, es-
pecially with Edna Abenbr'ink. 
Tuesday. 
This morning finds the girls in high 
spirits, everyone with a story of the 
nice lady she stayed with and the enor-
mous breakfast she ate. Grace Kor-
tum learns to knit somewhere between 
Bethany and Shelbyville and a game 
of bridge gets underway. The Harrods 
have a sisterly squabble over the front 
<Continued on Page 2) 
Helen Carver last week was elected 
president of Pemberton Hall for the 
Spring quarter. She succeeds Rose 
Marie Megaw, president during the 
Winter term. The New president is a 
senior, and an active member of the 
W AA. Helen Agee was elected vice-
president. The members of the new 
House Council are: Betty Jane Ewing, 
Violet Podesta, Shirley Harrod, Helen 
Phillips, Myrl Munson, Gwen Oliver, 
Josephine Moulton, and Jennie Mae 
Huff. 
A Council meeting was called by the 
new president last Wednesday, and 
plans were discussed for the events for 
the Spring quarter, which are to in-
clude an open house, a carnival, which 
was given Saturday, a birthday dinner, 
a tunnel tour, and picnic suppers. 
---EISTC:---
SPEAKERS WILL MEET 
FOR !SOCIAL PROGRAM 
President J uanita Brown announces 
that the Speakers' club will meet t o-
night instead of on Friday night as an-
nounced in last week's News. A social 
evening will be enjoyed at the home of 
Miss Florence Litchfield. The meeting 
opens at 8 p. m. 
Page Two TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS Tuesday, March 24, 1936 
Glee Club Member Scholars Are Puzzle 
t~T. •1 Ab tT To Kadelpians ,.,. rr es ou 1. our -
Elmer Enjoys Probation Ban; Decides 
To Apply for Editorship of TC News 
.Patrols Organized at 
Scout Troop Meeting 
(Continued from Page 1) 
seat but finally compromise and give 
it to Paul'ine Walker. Eileen Daugh-
erty shows the way t o the high school 
in Shelbyville on accounta' her having 
been graduated from same. 
This school seems quite political. 
Everywhere are signs, "Vote for Gail 
Storm for Student Council President." 
K athleen Forcum comes .out to greet 
her alma Mater's pride and joy. At 10' 
o'clock three bells ring and there is a 
grand rush for the assembly. A hush 
comes over all the audience, the prin-
clpal introduces Professor Sunderman 
and then "Break Forth 0 Beauteous 
Heavenly Light" fills the halls and 
walls. 
The first citizen to spy something 
afoot when the bus stopped in Pana 1 
was the editor of the Pana Palladium, 
a good natured Irish Micawber who 
wanted to make the girls enjoy their 
stay in the City of Roses. After the 
concert in the high school he took the 
girls through the rose greenhouses and 
furnished everyone with a rose. He 
was last seen on a street corner wav-
ing hls hat at the departing bus and 
wishing the best o' luck. 
"How would you liven them up?" 
said a member to a guest at the 
Kappa Delta Pi reception last Tues-
day night at 8 p. m. in the parlors 
of Pemberton Hall. The member 
was looking over her collection of A 
students, in whose honor the recep-
tion was being given. As we over-
heard one girl wh'isper to another, 
"They look awful conscious of their 
A's, don't they?" 
Several people suggested ways in 
which the party could be livened 
up. Fritz Miller (not a guest, you 
understand, merely a passing ac-
quaintance) thou,ght leap frog would 
be the very thing. Meanwhile Mr. 
Guinagh was drowning his cares in 
food and drink. After each trip to 
the table, he stopped someone and 
said, "Don't be a sissy. Have some 
eats on me." Alice Reynolds and 
KathrYn Barkeley dec'ided that mu-
sic was the lacking element and 
they provided it on the piano and 
flute, respectively. I t was even sug-
g-ested that the party get into the 
spirit of the green shamrocks but 
alas! there wMe too many A's on 
the consciences of the guests t o let 
them be very green. Ah, me!" What 
a curse is the honor roll ! 
---EISTC:---
At Ramsey, Ruth Foltz's brother, MISS VAN HORN PAYS 
Hal, greeted the singers. Everything 
went off hunk dory except the piano VISIT TO EI FRIENDS 
had no pedals and two little boys on 
the front row practiced for the Golden 
Glove tryouts. 
Wednesday. 
Miss Harriet Van Horn, national sup-
ervisor of home economics for this dis-
trict, visited EI recently. She was ac-
companied by. Miss Ada Hess, state 
supervisor of home economics. Miss 
Van Horn gave a short talk in chapel 
in the morning. In the evening at the 
home ec club meeting, she spoke on 
the "Development of Home Econom-
ics." She brought out the "what, why, 
how, and who" of home economics. 
Dea.r Elmiree: 
Just between you and me and the 
old post that holds up the west side 
of the old cow shew, Elmiree, the 
teachers better stick to their text 
books. Seeing as how they been 
trampin around huntin for blue birds 
when it aint near time for them to 
make their de butte. The birds were 
probly dug out of hyburdat10n so early 
that they got plum snowed under this 
week. 
Its really fun being a prohibishun 
student cause you only have to take 
three subjects and that leaves a lot 
of time for extra-currikuler activities 
like theyre always tellin us to. But 
I'm not going to be satisfied with any-
thing small-no sir! "I'm aimin' high"' 
like the poplar song says. I got my 
eye on bein editor of the news this 
next year. I could keep the paper up 
and above parr without much effort. 
Anyway, I could have the reporters 
do the work and then I could be presi-
dent of something else a·long with it 
at the same time: I'm aimin to plan 
out my activities for next year since 
everyone is talkin about G. 0. P. con-
ventions and every thing. You want 
to look ahead and pick out what you 
want to do or your liable to get left 
off the ban.dwagon. I think it wo~d 
be a good idea to start my campaign 
off right now and get ahead of the 
multytude. 
!'hey had a sudo-carnival here Sat-
urday night. They had plenty of 
noise alright but the rest of it was 
purty tame. I guess you had ought to 
consider that it was a school a.ffair 
and had to be subdoed. 
This cool weather kinda discourages 
me comin home but don't be surprized 
if you see me strolling in most any 
week end. · 
ELMER. 
Bird Deceives Elmer 
Elmer has lost all faith in the blue 
bird as a weather prognosticator. Note 
his reactions. 
---EISTc----
MAURICE WILSON CHOSEN 
TO HEAD COUNTRY LIFE 
A short business meeting of the 
Country Life club was called Monday 
night, March 16, to elect officers for 
the spring term and next year. The 
following members were elected: Mau-
rice Wilson, presiden t; Lee Berns, vice-
Scoutmaster Barnes on March 16 be-
gan another scout meeting of the train-
ing grades by announcing, "I think 
it is time to form our patrols." The 
assistant scoutmasters-John Demps-
ter, Charles Fiscus, and Bercaw O'Hair 
-all Eastern students-had a job of 
quieting the 24 young scouts. Patrols 
of six .boys each were formed by draw-
ing names from a hat. 
Names of the four patrols and the 
scouts composing each are: Stags; Dick 
Williams, Harold F ranklin, Richard 
Freeman, Claude Hayes, Billy McAr-
thur, James Hallowell, Bob Hite, Don 
Schneider, and Gerald Roby; Hounds; 
Jack Myers, Bill Lynch, Gerald Buc-
keer, Clark Stirewatt. Bob Eastman, 
and BUl Reat; and the Wolves: Glenn 
Dowler, Eugene List, Mike Tipsword, 
Alan Marts, Junior Rent, and Bob 
Greeson. 
Richard Freeman and Glenn Dowler 
were awarded first a id kits for hav-
ing the best board of mounted knots. 
Each scout is required to mount a group 
of knots as a part of his regulu scout 
work. 
The scouts are developing plans for 
spring project work. One project they 
are considering is improvement of their 
campus grounds that lie out by the 
Embarrass River. Other projects men-
tioned were turning a vacant lot into 
a flower garden, building of b~d 
houses, and conserving wild game. 
---.-ISTC---
When planning your purchases, 
read the News ads for guidance. 
Time for that 
Easter Photograph 
See Us fo>r the New Spring 
Styles 
In a number of towns the high 
schools seem to be located on the very 
outskirts of urbanity. Nokomis is one 
of these. The entertainers · were con-
ducted to the band room for tuning up 
exercises. Scott Funkhouser, a n old 
friend of the visitors and assistant 
coach here, came 'in for a general hand-
shake and then the inevitable three 
bells gave the signal to line up and 
clear your throat. 
The Hillsboro hospital was mistaken 
for the high school for a few minutes 
'Looks at Books'- News and Reviews [ 
president; Eleanor Jacobs, secretary; 
Alice C'ruse, treasurer; Hazel Haskett, 
historian; Grace 8cheibal, reporter. 
1-----------------------------------------------------
ART CRAF T 
STUDIO 
but somehow, the white curtains and Literature is conforming to business 
peaceful serenity of the building look- standards in 1936. Trends are defin-
ed queer. Then some observing sopho- itely upward. This month's offering 
more spied a bigger institution on the is unusually attractive, with humor 
hill whlch turned out to be the real and biography showing steady ga'i.ns. 
thing. C.!arence Day is almost alone respon-
stories about foreign lands, "Collie'' by 
1\ladelon Lulofs is highly recommend-
ed. The story is la'i.d in J ava. 
You dizzy mystery fans willlik·e "The 
Arabian Nights Murder," by John 
Dickinson Carr. I t wouldn't interest us 
- but go ahead. The first question asked by a Hills- sible for the prevailing high in the bororite was, "Do you know our Peggy first category. Day is one of our fav-
Fellis?" Everyone nodded and resolved orites, and is probably the leading sa- No stories about royal court scan-
to know Peg better. Probably the best tirist of the d ay. His latest is not a dais can equal those laid in France. 
meal of the trip was eaten in a cafe- 1~ew one, however, but a reprint of the Grace Hart Seeley finds a real medi-
teria here. The ten-cent store was first book by him ever published. It 'is urn for proving this in "Diane the 
shorn of yarn and knitting needles not called "This Simian world." The Utmtress"; all about the famous coUI"t-
to mention bunny rabbits that hop Iliketolaugh cult will surely want to esan and mistress of Henri II of 
when you pull a string. read it. France. 
Violet McFarland was the lady of the No Score. 
h Another excellent piece of humorous hour in Greenville. Her Epwort We get very tired of these exclte-
1 k writing is "Bedside Manna," by Frank League pals served a delicious pot uc ment pieces, but it just goes to prove 
supper at the church. All the formals Scully. that what we think doesn't matter. Baskets. 
were pressed and donned by 8 o'clock Love and thrills on the far seas are 
The Full Rich Flavor of 
Meadow Gold Ice Cream 
is always the best. We use only the 
best ingredients and our processes insure 
proper freezing and packing. 
ASK FOR IT TODAY AND GIVE 
YOURSELF A TREAT 
• 
Meadow Gold Dairy 
PHONE 7 7th & VAN BUREN and the nlnth concert given. Mrs. Ceiling zero in the new emotional told about in "Port of Heaven," by j 
Harry Jackson, the chaperon, sat by writing can b e found in "The House in Thomas Washington Metcalfe. 
~olli~g~~w~~uac~~d~~ hri~~~evMy ~k~~dEli~efu ~---------~--------------------~ 
singer. Helen Imle had a sad love af- Bowen. This story is crammed full of 
fair judging by her face, Thelma Ston- varied personalities, with the main 
er should always wear white, Sadie study surrounding a young boy. 
CUffe! was the spittin' image of Kath- Havelock Ellis, probably the greatest 
erine Hepburn, Pa~ine Walker was authority in his field, is having h'is 
glamorous, Ruth Clapp knew how to monumental masterpiece, "Studies in 
dress well, and Betty Ewing had a sen- the Psychology of Sex" brought out in 
sitive face. unabridged form this month. This 
Mrs. Jackson stayed at the home of work has a long, and somewhat ted-
the undertaker here and had night- icus, history back of it. Twenty-seven 
mares. Marietta Orndorff met t he years ago E>ngland was the scene of 
1---·--·---·----·-·----·-- .... ---·-· 
t- • ~~~!l!!.~!.~~y_s_~·.~~~~£_~_~_!>~ _j 
Phones : omce, 126; Residence, 715 DR. W. B. TYM 
J. A. OLIVER, M. D. DENTIST 
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat 
Charleston National Bank Bldg. 
Charleston National Bank Bldg. 
Charleston, Dl. Phones: Office, 476; Residence, -762 
Office Phone 43 Res. Phone 1148 
DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN 
DENTIST 
Flours: 8 to 12--1 to 5 
People's Drug Store Bldg. 
Charlestou, Ill. 
good looking boarder that stays at 
1 
several law suits over the right to dis- •lo• • • •• • • --·-~~-··-~~-
Georgia Le'"lhser's house and Mr. Sun- tribute Ellis' sclentific study. It never 
derman ate pancakes. met with court obstacles in the United DR. WILLIAM M. SWICKARD 
•-••-••-t~t-t•-••-••-••-••-••-•s-••-••-• . ... ,_,,_.,_.,_.,_.,_...., • u-••-••--•-•+ 
DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE 
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST 
Alexander Bldg. 
DR. CLINTON D. S~CKARD 
Office Hours 9 :00 to 12 : '0 a . m. and 
2:00 to 6:00p.m. and 7:00 to 9:00p. m. 
Thursday. States but faced much cruel criticism 
Altamont High School was tr~y from prudes. Of course by now the 
grateful for the opportunity to hear such study is regarded as an outstanding 
good music and sent the hungry m!)b contribution to the world's knowledge. 
Free Throws. 
Office Hours 9:00 to 12 :00 a. m . and 
2:00 to 6:00 p. m. and 7:00 
to 9:00p.m. 
604% JACKSON S'l.'. 
Telephone 132 
North Side Square 
Phone 340 
Frames Repaired-'Lenses Duplicated down to "Pete's" for sodas. Sadie Cuf-fe!, the home town girl, was widely ac-
claimed at the local girl who made For those who like to indulge in +··~- -·-···--··-·,..., ___ ._,,._,.._.._,,_,._,,_ .. _,._., __ ,,_,._ ... _ ,,_.,_,, __ ,_111-11-tl-tl 
good. 
At 11:30 the girls descended upon 
Grove Cafe in Effingham in one fell SAL TED PEANUTS 
swoop and ate all the mash ed pota-
toes in the house. Esta Dye tried on 
hats and everybody bought pop-corn. 
They sang in the high school at 3: 10 
and then made off for Newton, the last 
stop. 
Beatrice Flori held open house here 
for dress pressing and the last con-
cert was given to a large house. 
Philco Radio Week-




W. E. HILL & SON 
SOUTHWEST CORNER 
ee and hear the newest in Radios. Special trade-in allowance . on your 
old Radio. Have a Philco, the world's best and cheapest Radio en the 
market today. 
HUCKLEBERRY & SON 
THE PBILCO DEALERS 
DR. J.R. ALEXANDER 
5161h Sixth St. 
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON 
Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. 
Phones: omce 218; Res. 160 
DR. B. C. TREXLER 
DENTIST 
Linder Bldg. 
Phones: Office, 387; R es. 1037 
......... -·-·-···-·-· -··-·-·---·-·-... ··-· .... -·---'!'-----------·-----·~·-··--·--·-~·---· 
DR. B. A. SHAFFER 
Corner 6th and Van Buren 
Physician and Burgeon 
omce Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. 
Phone "0 
G. B. DUDLEY, M. D. 
5111h Jackson Street 
.... ~··-·-· ... -·-·--··----~~---·---··-· .... -··-~··-· ... ---·---.-..-..-...-...-..-......... ........ 
DR. 0. E. IDTE 
DENTI8T 
1st National Bank Bldg. 
Office Hours 8-12-1-5 
Phones: Office, 350; Res. 629 
CHARLES ~. GREER, M. S., M.D. 
721 Jackson Street 
Phone 77 
604 72 Sixth St. 
Phones: Office, 30; Residence, 770 
•at~-••-••-••-•t-tl-11-t~•---a•-••-••-••-•t 
DR. N. C IKNAYAN 
. 
Hours by Appointment 
Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380 
501 Jackson St. 
-•l-,.-.._.,_,,_.,_,._,,_,,_.,_,,_n-e+ 
Phone: Office and Res. 242 
LESLIE T. KENT, M. D. 
Linder Bldg. 
Office Hours: 9:00-12 ; 1-5 :3(}; 7-9 
11lursdays--9 :00-12; 7-9 
.. .._.._.._. • ._.._.._.._..____..___... ----+ 
W. J. HARNED, M. D. 
Starr Building 
Phones Office 257; Home 436 
Office Hours: 8-12; 1-6 
Tuesday, March 24, 1936 
Fide/is Initiates fVinter Term Pledges 
At Banquet in Mattoon Tuesday Nite 
Six New Members Are Accepted; ! ~ ABSENT-MINDED~ NO-
J. B. MacGregor Is Principal HE l\tiEREL Y FORGOT 
Speaker of Meet. 
Honoring six Winter term pledges, 
Fidelis gave a banquet at the Hotel US 
Grant in Mattoon last Tuesday eve-
ning. 
:~;>receding the banquet, formal in-
itiation ceremonies were held for the 
following: James Stahl, Herschel Co:e, 
Raymond Cole, George Cain, Glen 
Sunderman and John Farrar. Presi-
dent Otho Quick, Vincent Kelly, and 
Walton Morris officiated. 
Two matters of business were cared 
for following the initiations. It was 
suggested and approved that flowers be 
sent to Jack Austin, who has been ill 
at his home here in Charleston. 
Members voted to ho:d a dinner-
dance at the Grant hotel on April 3. 
It is to be a closed affair. 
"Want a ride home?" yelled 
Mr. Guinagh. "Yes," we called 
back gladly and followed him. 
We walked halfway around the 
circle. Mr. Guinagh stopped. We 
looked around. We could see no 
green car. Mr. Guinagh frowned. 
"Oh, I beg your pardon. I 
guess I left the car at home," 
he said. We smiled and began 
to walk down Sixth street. We 
took a few steps. 
"Hey!" We tumed around. 
Mr. Guinagh was waving frp,n-
tically. 
"Come here! I remember. 
parked it on the other side!" 
I 
Annual Formal Is 
Staged by Players 
The Players successfully ushered in 
the new season with their annual 
spring formal Friday evening from 9 
to 1. Lowell Tennis and his twelve-
piece orchestra from Terre Haute fur-
nished the music for approximately 60 
couples. 
The auditorium was decorated with 
black and wh'ite design of the comic-
tragic masque. The same idea was car-
ried out on the programs which were 
in play book form. 
Willard Duey was master-of-cere-
monies at the banquet. He introduced 
each of the pledges, who provided some 
form of entertainment. John Lewis 
and Harold Younger presented two 
songs, "Dark Town Strutter's Ball," and 
"Dinah" with Lewis singing and Young-
er dancing. John Farrar elocuted on 
"The Art of Polishing Apples." Ray 
Cole, as "the fair young maiden" and 
Glen Sunderman as "Barnacle Bill" 
presented 'Barnacle Bill the Sailor." 
Herschel Cole re-enacted his now fam-
ous false teeth insania. James Stahl 
recited a nonsense poem, "Two Lovers," 
and George Cain closed the entertain-
ment by new members with a poem. 
Mr. Duey introduced the principal Evelyn Keith was general chairman 
speaker of the evening, Jay B. Mac- of the dance and was assisted by Wil-
gregor, Dean of Men and former ad- rna Brumleve, Betty Jane Ewing, 
viser to Fidelis. His talk was in- Glady& Watkins, Kathryn Walker, and 
structive, entertaining, and inspiring. Mary Alice Harwood. 
Paul W. Sloan, present adviser, spoke Chaperons were President and Mrs. 
on the subject, "What Fidelis Needs." R. G. Buzzard, Mr. and Mrs. Kevin 
He mentioned eight improvements most Guinagh, Mr. and Mrs. Donald R. Al-
needed at the present time. ter, Miss Nathile McKay, Miss Flor-
---~:osTc---- ence Litchfield, Jay B. MacGregor and 
St. Patrick Honored Robert Shiley. 
, , Out of town guests were: Mary Cath-Ey Happy Hunters I erlne Thomas and Mary Marsters of 
--- Danville, Irma Schlobohm of Finley, 
It's the Irish in us! Perhaps that is Martha Miller of Sullivan, Ralph Had-
why Unit 4 of the Women's League dock of Casey, Hollis Sallee of Atwood, 
gave a tea Tuesday afternoon, March and John Black of Urbana. 
17, from 4 to 6 p. m., at the home of Eos•c ---
Rosalie Funk, 1402 Ninth street. POETIC INVITATION 
The "Happy Hunters" had honored EXrrE DED ·TNIT TWO 
dear old St. Patrick by wearing his 
colors and singing his national music. 
Decorations were in green, hostesses 
were in green; even the food was in 
green. 
Entertainment during the afternoon 
was given by Eileen Snyder, soprano, 
and Kathryn Barkeley, flutist, with 
Louise Inman accompanying at the 
All ye women Leaguers of Unit No. two, 
The Mad Hatter now gives warning, 
and advice to such as you: 
Tuesday evening, rain or shine, 
You are hereby forced to dine 
With Mad Hatters number two 
At the inn called Campus View. 
piano. The best-liked songs were: "My 7:30 is the time, the time I hereby 
Wild Irish Rose" and "When Irish Eyes 
Are Smiling." 
About eighty people called during the 
afternoon. Madeline Fahnestock and 
Josephine Baker poured. The hostess-
es were: Rosalie Funk, _Joan Hunter, 
and Mrs. G. F. Myers. 
---EISTC'---
Mrs. C. P. Lantz Is 
Bridge Club Hostess 
Mrs. C. P. Lantz was hostess to the 
Faculty Wives Bridge club at her home, 
1021 Sixth street, Tuesday afternoon. 
At 1:30 o'clock a salad course was 
served which was folowed by three 
tables of bridge. Mrs. H. M. C'avins 
held high score. Besides club members 
one guest, Mrs. J. Y. Kelley, was pres-
ent. 
---E:ISTc---
AI_jBERTA TROUSDALE IS 
HOSTESS ON WEDNESroAY 
say, 
And you will be expected exactly on 
this Tuesday. 
Those who do not heed this warning 
Will be sorry in the n'ight 
For the March Mad Hatters have a 
wrath · 
That is not a pretty sight. 
Hear Ye! Hear Ye! Pretty damosales 
The March Mad Hatters never fail. 
Remember: Tuesday, March 24, 7:30 
at 1505 Seventh street. 
Unit president, Isabel Larimer. 
---EISTC---
FORMER TC STUDENTS 
·viSIT COLLEGE FRIENDS 
Marguerite Sunderman and Margaret 
Servey, former TC students, spent last 
week in Charleston visiting friends and 
relatives. Miss Sunderman and Miss 
Servey are attending Stephens College 
at Columbia, Mo. Miss Servey was 
editor of the high school section of 
the News last year and is writing for 
the Stephens paper this year. 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
I The Eastern Quack I 
OURTAIN OALLS to the PLAYERS 
for finding such an ingenious dance 
chairman. The miracle is that one 
BLONDE head could illuminate such 
an everyday thing as a FORMAL 
with so many new and novel 'ideas. 
The dance was a riotous success and 
everyone had a very fine time! Ask 
Mr. Alter, or Mr. MacGregor, or Miss 
Litchfield, or Miss McKay. 
. 
MARTHA RIDER wants one of th~ 
masques to hang over her lavatory to 
remind her to gargle ... Those DANCE 
PROGRAMS are another thiw; to 
hang on the wall. Something new in 
the way of programs, what! . . . The 
CORSAGES were lovely. Gardenias 
predominated and maybe you don't 
think we were proud of ours! ! . . . 
HOLLIS SAI.LEE and JOHN BLACK 
were here. Did you know? 
Don't forget, we are 'in the region of 
cyclonic storms and can expect most 
anything in the way of weather and 
get it! ... WORD 0' WARNIN' (Bet-
ter attend chapel, I hear they're check-
in' up!). Don't say we said this! ... 
We were really worried about EDDIE 
MILLER, weren't we, KA'IIHRYN, but 
it wasn't scarlet fever, just a cold ... 
For my goodness, did you hear about 
the girl who quit one guy for another, 
whe feted her at dinners and showered 
her with gifts, and then went back to 
Kappa Mu Epsilon 
Will Honor Majors 
Edson H. Taylor to Speak; Nut-
tall! and Elam Arrange Program 
of Evening. 
Kappa Mu Epsilon, honorary mathe-
matics fratemity, will give a reception 
this evening at 7 :30 o'clock in Pem~ 
berton Hall. Mathematics majors, 
members of K appa Mu Epsilon, and 
all faculty members in the Mathe-
matics department will be guests. 
Edson H. Tyalor, head of the Mathe-
matics department, will speak to the 
group on a mathematics curricula in 
college and post-graduate work. Dur-
ing the social hour to follow, a mu-
sical program will be presented. 
The program for the event was ar-
ranged by Wilma Nuttall, president of 
Kappa Mu Epsilon, and Cecil Elam, 
vice-president and program chairman. 
The refreshments committee is com-
posed of Mary Rosalie Bear and Anna 
Balmer. Decorations in the fraternity 
colors, pink and silver, will be arranged 
by Winifred Gillum, and Gene Lederer. 
Clara Balmer, assisted by Ralph Mc-
Intosh, has charge of invitations. 
---EISTC---
Theatre Party Given 
By Harold M. Cavins' 
the first! Make up your mind, dearie! Mr. and Mrs. Harold M. Cavins en-
Eastem certainly is there when it tertained with a theatre party Tues-
comes to 'informal, have-a-good-time day evening. The guests were taken to 
::tffairs. Don't you thing the CARNI- see Irene Dunne in "The Magnificent 
VAL was all r~ght? ... It's something Obsession" at the Lincoln theatre. Re-
new to see MR. SHILEY at dances freshments were served at the Cavins' 
again, but it gives a very natural at- home after the movies. Guests were: 
mosphere. Incidentally, don't people Mr. and Mrs. J. Glenn Ross, Mr. and 
go driving frightfully early the morn-, Mrs. Hiram F. Thut, Mr. and Mrs. 
ing after a one o'clock dance, don't Manning Briggs, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne 
they? And with such beaming smiles! P. Hughes, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn H. 
MICK, did you dance with the Seymour, Miss Leah Stevens, Miss Mary 
BLUES SINGER? Before I forget it, Thompson, and Miss Margaret Don-
---EISTc---
I'm agin attractive BLUES SINGERS! ley. 
All in favor-. Mot'ion is passed. No 
more attractive BLUES SINGERS! ! Order your flowers by telephone. Call 
39. Carroll Florist, 413 Seventh 
street. 
---EISTc---
Fidelis Will Present 
Dinner-Dance April 3 
Otho Quick, president of Fidelis j 
announces that the fraternity will giv~ 
a banquet followed by a dance on April 1 
3 at Hotel U. S. Grant in Mattoon. j 
The affair is to be open only to Fi-
delis members and their guests. Music I 
tor the dance will be furnished by AI 
Allison and his 12-piece orchestra. 
The committee in charge consists of 
Wayne Neal, chairman, Herschel Cole, 
Raymond Cole, James Stahl, John 
Farrar, Harold Younger, Glenn Sun-
derman, and George Cain. 
---EISTc---
Arnold Bell Visits Here 
Arnold Bell, of Vandalia, spent Sat-
urday and Sunday of las~ week-end in 
Charleston. Mr. Bell, former Eastern 
student, is now proprietor of a new 
bowling alley in Vandalia. 
Easter 
. . . provides an occasion you 
should not overlook in greet-
ing some one dear with your 
portrait. Choose from the 




IPem Hall Happenings! 
Here we ar·e again, seeing all, hear-
ing all, and exaggerating everything. 
Peace and quite-the Glee Club girls 
are gone. No singing in the bath-tub, 
no singing in the dining room, in fact, 
there 'is no singing at all. 
The girls have retumed from the 
"song bird's flight," and reversing the 
customary process, they went out like 
lions - and they came in like shom 
sheep.-We wonder! 
Huckleberry: "Are you going to the 
dance?" 
Fellis: "Why, no." 
Huckleberry: "Would you like to go?" 
Fellis: "Why, yes." 
Huckleberry: "Well, why don't you 
find someone to take you?" 
"Nursie" must have heard the say-
ing that, "Every time we breathe a 
man dies"-because now she sees that 
the girls gargle. 
When a boy dates a girl, that's not 
news. 
When a girl dates a boy, that's some 
news. 
But when a Pemite refuses a date, 
that's news! 
The quest'ion isn't, "When do we 
eat?" or "Where do we eat?" but, "I 
wonder what we will have to eat?" 
---EIST"---
Hair cuts to suit college students at 
Shortys - Two chairs - Located two 
doors west of the campus on Lincoln. 
Phone 165. 
Appearance .... 
is what counts 
Put in your AIPEARANC'E at the 
Hi Hat Cleaners and let us give you 
that well groomed APPEARANCE 
which only master cleaners can 
offer. 
! HI-HAT CLEANERS 
I 
1 Phone 648 710 Lincoln St. 
Low Prices-Work Guaranteed 
RAY DENNIS JOHN SHRIVER 
WHITE 
PLUMBING & HEATING 
COMPANY 
Plumbing, Heating and 
Sheet Metal Work 
Creates Topmost Chic 
in the Easter Coiffure 
The formal hairdress . . . with sophisticated 
every little detail . . . is the coiffure of chic 
Easter time. For appointment, phone 1501. 
correctness in 
for milady at 
PHONE 295 
C"dve Dick, Mgr. 
Home Cooked Foods 
Salads, Pies, Sandwiches, Soups 
Plate Lunches 25c 
LITTLE CAMPUS 
CAFE 
Mr. and Mrs. Don Walker 
Frank Voris 
MODERN BEAUTY SHOP 
815 Monroe St. PHONE 1501 
.fOr SOCIAL FUNCTIONS I ~ PRIVATE pARTIES 
DANCING 
The facilities of this hotel are available 
Coffee Shop-Private Dining Room 
-Banquet Room 
Alberta Trousdale entertained at 
Miss Lena Ellington's apartment, 838 
Seventh street, on Wednesday eve-
ning, March 18. Guests were: her 
unit, the Women's League Council, 
Ella Mae Jackson, president, and Miss 
Emma Reinhardt, the adviser for 
Women's Le~ue. Refreshments were 
served. 
Our Home Cooked Lunches- Special Menus Sundays and Holidays 
May We Serve You? 
---E:IST·c---
Frank Voris, Jr., former EI student, 
has accepted a position as agent for 
the New York Life Insurance company. 
Mr. Voris has been employed as "so da 
jerker" in the Little Campus. 
are prepared with the Best Ingredients and with Best 
Care. A trial will convince. 
CORNER CONFECTIONERY 
"BILL" PAN AS, Prop. 
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Man Yields Again to the Fury 
Of Rampant Nature 
Inhabitants of our Eastern states are getting 
a n ever-to-be-forgotten taste of suffering, sorrow, 
sickne s, and loss. Three rivers have loosed their 
fury. Human and property losses are tremendous. 
These same rivers have helped make possible 
the prosperity and large population of the states 
through which they flow. They have served as im-
portant channels for commerce, as sources for 
power, and sources for water. They have beautified 
the E ast as well. But just no.w they are the most 
feared enemies in all the land. 
Re idents know now that Noah's fear of the 
flood could have been more than a mere illusion. It 
could have happened, as it has happened here. 
Man js so feeble against such catastrophies. 
See ho.w unprepared he was for it all! His little 
factories smoked just as they have in the past; hjs 
newspapers reduced to histo,ry the day's news as if 
no horrible Fate were pending; his workers went 
all unsuspecting to their daily chores; his trains ran 
majesticaJly on a sixty second schedule ; and his 
head was held high in the pride of his earthly adorn-
ments. But man is not endowed with omnipotence. 
GoJCth e was right when he observed that "Care-
worn man has, in all ages, sorwn vanity to reap de-
spair.'' · 
How much better twenty million people might 
have fared had there been a little planning back of 
their civilization! 
Success of Our Social Events 
Jeopardized by Drinkers 
Every student must have felt a little ashamed 
or a little re entful of circumstances whieh led to 
an extraordinary appeal in chapel last Tuesday. A 
tud nt appealed to her fellow students to co-op-
erate in a measure of discipline. They were asked 
to see that drinking at our social events is stopped. 
It has been many years since intoxication has 
b een a problem here,. There was a time, we are told, 
durmg the early twenties when drinking became 
flagrant. Those were days when soeial philosophy 
was in a turbulent state of evolution. Youngsters 
thoug-ht it smart to violate, openly and defiantly, 
the Eighteenth amendment. It required some strong 
measures to halt this sort of thing at EI. 
It i a quite different situation, however, at the 
pre ent time. Students do not seem to be the of-
fender . Rather, it is the outsider, whom Eastern 
has been kind enough to invite to its so•cial events. 
Probably a few students indulge in the, dangerou::; 
Juice, but most reports place the blame on these 
non-student guests. 
By Jim Michael. 
"Here we are, out at the ring side, 
giving you a blow by blow description 
of this thrilling slugfest between the 
The Soap Box 
* * * * 
Invites students and faculty 
members to voice their opinions 
on topics concerned with college 
Life. Please limit letters to 150 
words, sign communications. 
defender, 'Old Man' Winter, and the 
challenger, 'Kid' Spring. Well, folks, 
it looks like the 'Kid' has got him. 
The 'Kid's' lack of experience is made 
up by his speed, stamina, and aggres-
siveness. Oh, Oh! the 'Old Man' 
looks pretty groggy. He is dazed from 
a series of hard punches from the 
'Kid.' Watch out! He's down! Oh 
boy! he hit the floor under that hard 
right in the form of screeching roller 
skates. The count is up to 6-7-8-
and there's the bell! Saved by the 
bell in the form of a falling barometer, 
north winds, and snow flurries on 
• Wednesday, March 11. 
"Unsettling Settled Minds" "Well, folks, the 'Kid' looks better 
Dear Soap :Box: every round. 'Old Man' Winter is sure 
"The business of a college is to un- fading fast. Here comes 'Mac' to 
settle settled minds." When I came to j give you a little dope on the first 
round. I sti'll believe it. I did not be- 1\:id Makes Game Rally 
rounds." college, I believed that the wor:d was 
1 lieve in evolution. I do now. In my "Thanks, Ted. Hello, folks, here's · 
mind instincts were "taboo." Now I the stuff on the previous rounds. At 
wonder if there might not be such first 'Old Man' Winter sure looked 
things in existence. My impressions of good-he was sure of himself and let 
college life were indeed all wrong. I fly many ..good wallops. In the first 
thought it would be a continuous round round the 'Kid' took it on the chin 
of parties and dances. I was mistaken. plenty, and all he could do was meas-
Because I had never had to study in ure up the 'Old Man' with light left 
high school to make the honor roll I be- jabs of southerly breezes and a few 
lieved I could lead my classes. Never thaws. 
yet have I made the honor roll here. I "In the second round, Winter was 
dreamed that I might meet my "ideal" still the aggressor, but the 'Kid' began 
man. At first I was disappointed, but to loosen up his right, and shot across 
now I accept them as they come and a robin or two, and near the end of 
have a good time. No longer am I the round he swung a wild haymaker 
shocked to hear an instructor explode in the form of Eastern campus ro-
an idea which I had always believed mances. This jolted the 'Old Man' 
to be an a,bsolute truth. Now my eyes and he hasn't looked the same since. 
are open and I am ready for almost "The third round was a draw with 
any situa,tion-at least, I am not the 'Old Man' definitely tiring near 
shocked at the unconventional. If the end of the round, and becoming 
"education is a process to make us do more defensive--showing a; tendency 
better the things we would do any- to clinch. Spring open-ed up a neat 
way"-then bring on more education. two-fisted attack in running sap, and 
Please! an exodus of cars from the garage. 
A Comedy in One Act. 
To the Soap Box. 
This vicious practice of attempting 
to educate prospective teachers phys-
ically sometimes follows the "a la 
Spartan" mode, which in common lan-
guage might be best chara;cterized by 
the phrases "Can ya take it," and "if 
so how much?" 
'obviously, the physical education 
department doesn't work in conjunc-
tion with the weather bureau. I shan't 
object to this, but rather to their at-
tempts to defy weather itself. I am 
referring to the wholesome outdoor 
sport engag.ed in just recently by the 
men's P. E. classes. Attired in these 
"costumes de le perspiration" which 
resemble ill fitting pajamas purchased 
from popular mail order houses during 
January sales and which are vulg'arly 
called "sweat clothes," thirty corn fed 
undergraduates were sent to the sev-
enty-two acres to stand in circles and 
kick soccer balls at each other for 
fifty minutes. A forty m. p. h. gale of 
the "icy blast" type completed th-e 
eternal triangle which, in this case, 
was composed of man, 'b'all and wind, 
furnished the conflict that must always 
be present in any drama, be it tragedy 
- or farce, the logical category for 
the performance last Thursday. 
Since Polyanna insists that some-
t.hing good must be derived from any 
evil, I suppose the Charleston members 
of the medica;l profession and the 
makers of popular cathartics will profit 
11oticeably, in curing head cqlds and 
their accompanying. ailments. 
The usual offstage and onstage 
"In the fourth the 'Kid' began clos-
ing in and an occasional north wind 
was all the 'Old Man' could retaliate 
with. Spring was looking better all 
the time, and shook up Winter with 
greening grass, numerous birds, shed-
ding of overcoats, and spring fever. 
The 'Old Man' looked pretty wobbly 
at the end of the round. 
Old Man Winter Weakens 
"The fifth round saw the 'Old Man' 
saved by the bell at the count of eight. 
His seconds are working desperately 
now trying to get him in shape for 
the next round. At the start of the 
fifth the 'Kid' slammed home two 
body blows in local track and base-
ball practice, arid hooked in an up-
percut in the form of EI golfers trek-
king to the local course. Well, here's 
Ted to give you the next round, which 
may be the last-who knows?" 
"'l;hanks, 'Mac.' Here's the bell, 
folks, and the 'Kid' rushed out to meet 
the fading defender. They're sparring 
around in the center-Wow, look at 
that! Man! the 'Kid' just unleashed 
a merciless two-handed attack with 
budding trees, rumors of house clean-
ing, and little chicks for sale. The 
'Old Man' is trying to hold on, but 
the 'Kid' steps back and MAN, 
WHA T'TA SOCK! The 'Kid' floored 
him with a hard right. The sudden 
interest in spring fashions was too 
much for the 'Old Man.' The referee, 
John Q. Publi<c, is counting-2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, 9- ." 
---EISTC---
That despicable vagrant, Sneak Thief, is pic-
tured above by Staff . Artist Fred Foreman in the 
act of practicing his favorite art-that of appro-
priating goods that" belong to other people. Rascal 
Thief has been operating on our campus all year. 
At the carnival Saturday night he, made an 
especially fruitful haul, taking among other things 
a valuable topcoat. A good many of our students 
are beginning to wonder when Emerson 's ''Law of 
Compensation'' will function. So far, only Sneak 
Thief has been compensated for his culpability. 
CAPS and lower case 
The BIG and little in Review 
By Th e Editor • • • 
ON E OF THE SOUNDEST 
Tributes to the power of individuality and the elective 
pursuit of life rests in a bit of personal history written by 
the stalwart Greek, Epictetus. It is a source of comfort 
to those who have the power to rationalize, and thus bring 
themselves a little happiness in this world. May we quote? 
"How is it possible that man who has nothing., who is 
naked, · houseless, without a hearth, squalid, without a 
slave, without a city, can pass a life that flows easily? 
See, God has sent you a man to show you that it is pos-
siblle. Look at me, who am without a city, without a house 
without possessions, without a slave; I sleep on th~ 
ground; I have no wife, no children, no praetorium, but 
only the earth and heavens, and one poor cloak. And 
what do I want? Am I not without sorrow? Am I not 
without fear? Am I not free? When did any of you see 
me failing in the object of my desire? Or ever falling 
into t-hat which I would avoid? Did I ever blame God or 
man? Did I ever accuse any man? Did any of you ever 
see me with a, sorrowful countenance? And how do I 
meet with those whom you are afraid of and admire? Do 
not I treat them like slaves? Who, when he sees me, does 
not think that he sees his king and master?" 
IN THE ABOVE QUOTE : : : 
It seems to us that two courses are open. I sound effects that are common to such 
. . histrionic slap-stiek were convincingly 
W e must eith er close our dances to outsiders, produced throughout the entire fifty 
o;r inflict h eavy punishm.ent upon offenders. We minute showing; and, the curtain fell 
r ealize it is a prime failing of all to "pass the buck." during. very effective sneezing and 
ould it be that we are unjustly blaming the out- nose-blowing of the Southe1n Illinois 
sider? Perhaps it would be bette•r after all to, prose- variety. 
Blank Verse; Child 
Should Know Better 
It is plain to see that Epictetus rationalized his own 
position. It developed for his own and society's good. His 
is the type of philosophy that abides in the mind of most 
people who fall short of realizing high ambitions, but end 
up happy and contented. His is the extreme type in which 
the confessor is egotistical over the treasure of mediocrity. 
We suspect that much of the sorrow in this world can be 
traced to an inability to rationalize. The power of ration-
alization is to be comm-ended, not denounced. For, after 
all, the world is over-run with mediocre individuals. 
cute all offenders, regardless of standing. :: - --------__:_---- :: 
Oh, Professor! Your Waistline . . . . Out of the Past .. . . 
We read with slight amusement that that mod- ::--------------:: 
est champion of democracy, Benito Mussolini, has TEN YEARS AGO 
ordered be college professors of Italy to start ex- Week of March 15-22 
erc1 mg. He wants them to be slimmer; you know, Careth Wells, noted English en-d gineer, lectured here Thursday night. 
the Fasci. t military typet. So the doctors of so an EI held an all-school party in the 
so must do "after work" each day, with the hope st. Patrick's Day theme last week. 
that some bright mornrng Benito can review hi Baseball team feared first game with 
prorfs from that now famous balcony in Rome and Rose Poly will be played with snow-
see lender-waisted savants marching by with all balls, instead of baseballs. 
the v1gor of youth. 
Havmg reduced the dimensions of Itahan 
minds to something like a college student's porcket-
book, the altruistic Mr. Mussolini wants to go to 
work on the belt lines of his professors. We fear 
the kind ruler is rusliing events. If he waits onl y 
a few years longer the Italian people, including pro~ 
fe. · ors, will have slim waistlines all right; they'll 
starve to death. 
ONE YEAR AGO 
Week of Mru:ch 12-19 
News won medalist honors in Co-
lumbia Scholastic Press contest. 
Players sta;g1ed annual Formal Fri-
day nght. 
News published special section, de-
voted to an exposition of the flaws in 
Eastern's science quarters. 
What are you thinking about this 
week? 
Milton Siegel and Ben Edman '38-
The honor roll. 
Melba Elam '39- Spring fever. 
Raymand Bolton '37 - You don't 
catch me thinking . 
~argery Poonnan '38-Nothing!!! 
Virginia Jackson '38- Cha.perons. 
Naomi N ewm.an '38 - Poor me -
teaching. 
Maxine Harrad '37 - Why can't we 
take Glee club trips every week? 
Dick Popham '36~How to keep from 
walking up stairs so often. 
---IE ISTC---
PROPOSED TESTING TRIP 
WE ARE DISTINOTL Y PUZZLED : : : 
By Editor Elam's uneditor-like conduct of this column 
last wee~. He praised some one. To make it more em-
barrassing, it was this editor. For the life of us, we can't 
understand his odd conduct; we really can't. He didn't 
have to make a good impression with Mr. Andrews or me; 
and he didn't have to make excuses for the paper through 
praising the editor. After winnowing the chaff, etc., we 
ha.ve decided that Mr. Elam was trying to make an im-
pression on my mother. The volatile Warbler head had 
dinner with us a good long time ago. Being shy, he didn't 
say much, but adequately praised the meal. That was 
several months ago. Now we don't necessarily infer that 
he was courting a dinner, but--. 
FOR STUDENTS POSTPONED FROM ESTHER WISEHART OF - : 
Because of weather conditions, a 
proposed trip to rural schools for the 
purpose of administering objective 
tests was called off by those in charge. 
Members of the Education 44 class, 
under the direction of D. A. Roths-
child, were to have administered the 
quizzes, known as the Modern School 
Achievement test. 
Mr. Andrews' all-star journalism class comes this 
fashion flash: "Men and those who call themselves such! 
Attention! Buy brown shirts! A flash from New York 
says that the well-dressed college men will wear them. 
Do the same, if brown enhances your coloring and phy-
sique. For further details see Joe Henderson, who shaJ'eS 
honors with Mr. Shiley in beating all other Eastern men 
to the latest fashion." Among the feature writing st~rs 
in the journalism class are Roger Jones, Aline Claar, Jim 
Michael, and John Farrar. More about all later. 
Tuesday, March 24, 1936 
The Last Trump 
''Tht"s, Partner, Is Our Trt"ck" 





Listerine can't be wrong. If it is, all the oth-
ers are right! 
~ 
To date, Professor Colseybur, member of the 
Royal Academy of Royal Academies, has ob-
served that-
1. Those who use Listerine use less Pepso-
dent. 
2. Those who gargle can't say-ah. 
3. Those who gargle regularly get 
fewer runners· in their hose. 
5. Those who use Listerine have 
plenty of bottles for chemistry and 
zoology. 
6. Those who use Listerine don't 
mind the taste of Irish stew. 
7. Those who use Listerine are im-
mune to horse radish. 
9. Listerine users do not need to 
gargle with salt and water. 
10. Healthy students who us.e Lis-
terine are seldom ill. 
Give Us the Old Deal 
We'll vote for any candidate who 
promises us that he'll not require col-
lege ,professors to wear cap and gown 
while riding donkeys. 
Correction: Several names were un-
intentionally omitted from the list of 
girls who have already purchased 
dresses for the Fidelis Formal, as given 
in last week's News. Enclose stamped 
envelope for the complete revised list. 
Spence and Cooper picked up wres-
tling while taking practice teaching. 
"Cooper's easy," states !Playboy. "Wait 
till you wrassled P. T." 
SUPREME SACRIFICE 
MADE BY 0. P. F. 
Ole Poker Face sits at his desk. 
He assumes the perfect Palmer 
Method pose. His eyes look 
through the table. and penetrate 
halfway to the cellar. Suddenly 
he smiles. He writes rapidly, 
rereads, and grins. He lets out 
the characterist'ic horse-laugh. 
He lapses into silence, meditates. 
"Good!" he whispers, and scrib-
bles another paragraph. The 
News must go on, and The Last 
Trump never fails. 
·---------------------------
• 
Bonehead has attended Eastern four 
years." 
"Hope Totellyou is promising. All 
she needs is an opportunity to prom-
ise." 
Mr. Slo-an Pulls a New 
Rabbit Out of His Sleeve 
The blue birds have failed, admits 
Mr. Sloan-but, says he, "Horseshoes 
never fail.'' 
Have you attended the formal open-
ing of Calseybur's new office? Garna- In his brief but brilliant car-eer Alex 
tions free to the ladies. Summers has crowned four queens, 
and in our best 0. P. F. manner we 
The new SearSI - Roebuck catalogs a.re now crowning Alex, fearing that 
have arrived. the girls just ain't a going to do it 
for us. 
Our latest grievance. Kappa Delta Pi 
invited Ole Poker Face to their recep-
t ion all right but put the 'invitation in 
his box late enough that he wouldn't 
be there. 
We always said that if we could get 
the Lair and the Hall together, the 
rest would be easy. 
Ten and You're Out 
We give up! 
have gold keys. 
Even the new desks Fools rush in where angels fear to 
tread; 
Well, Alex, you can't blame anybody 
else for this week's issue of the News. 
Who tackles the history department is 
good as dead! 
The Magnificent Obsession-Hoping 
If you drop eilJOugh pennies in our for a check from home. 
box, we'll get you a real queen. 
Thank goodness the Glee Club got 
back by Saturday nite. 
What's in a Name? 
Now that we have Hezzy Tait, why 
not-
a. Recom Spence k. Pap Poos 
b. Elam Inate I. lam Abel 
c. Dye Namite m. Heza Adair 
d. Piper Down n. C-amerman 
e. Mayer Naise o. Calab Ash 
f. Sandy Quick p. Cross Barr 
g. Alter Nate q. Funny Bone 
h. Beu Tiful r. Sugar Cain 
i. Hughes 'This s. Tain't Claar 
j. Metter Not t. Cobble Stone 
Note: NYA students please finish di-
rectory. We have gone on long enough. 
I met her roller skating; 
She was going west; 
I was swooping eastward; 
'Twas then we first caressed. 
Colseybur Fills Out Placement Sheet 
Batter up! Play Ball! 
Oh Professor is 
Help! Help! Help! 
growing weaker! 
We is all friends, isn't we? Isn't we? 
\\Tl' say, isn't we? 
Signed: Ole Poker Face. 
---EISTC---
Even the best of watches occasion-
ally need the attention of a good 
watchmaker. We are at your serv-
ice-C. P. Coon, 408 Sixth Street. 
----EISTc----
Patronize our News advertisers! 
When Better Shoe Rebuilding is 




Just South of the Sqtta.re 
on 7th Street 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
What Types of Men 
Irk Girl Friends? 
Boys, if you would be popular, 
heed the results of a poll taken at a 
meeting of 25 young women on EI's 
campus. Asked to state their "pet 
peeve" in regard to gentlemen 
friends three votes were immediately 
Panther Lair 
POPPIN' OFF 
It's a successful baseball season! 
Hawkeye already has collected a to-
tal of 17 broken bats. You might say 
he's broken a record. 
Page Five 
Oh, Professor; Hot 
Dogs 'N Spaghetti 
Yet Am, R. B., and J. B. are entitled 
to theatre tickets, good today and to-
morrow. Call at reception room after 
chapel. 
F. L. Andrews: J. P . Reed wanted to 
be Eastern's· greatest critic, but the 
students made him Eastern's greatest 
hot-dog vender.-Submitted by R. B. 
C. H. Coleman: Washington could 
have looked dignified eating spaghet-
ti. - Submitted by Yet Am. 
marked up against the man who 
drinks. Egoism and conceit were in 
second place with two votes. One 
young lady refused to tolerate snor-
ing in her presence, another con-
sidered the sight of red garters re-
volting. The pest who keeps insist-
ing after a date has been refused 
bim was condemned, as well as the 
011e who chews tobacco, or has the 
effeminate habit of wearing a ring 
on the little finger. Cookie-dusters 
and soup-strainers are definitely out 
this season from the feminine view-
point. Also the use of "Babe" and 
"Kid" to address a companion of the 
fair sex is taboo. S tinginess, "slop-
py" manners, dirty nails, and tread-
ing on other people's toes at a dance 
were deplored. A co-ed does not like 
jealousy in a young man, nor is she 
pleased when he talks about _his 
Duey: Yes, fellows, the infield looks 
like a milli:on dollars. H. DeF. Widger was telling his class 
a how to make the "n" sound. Gray, down in his beard (Oh, 
gray-beard, eh?): I never saw 
million dollars. 
a "Place your tongue in the roof of 
other girl friends to her. Tradition 
was upset when one young woman 
Bill L.: How much liquor would it 
take to make a Venetian blind? 
"Speck," linotype operator, vows 
that some day he's going to get this 
questionable error through: Signed, 
Old Porker Face. How about "Re-
signed, Old Poker Face?" 
All the news that's fit to print, and 
what's not fit to plint, fit to print. 
How modest are the K. D. F.'s, K . 
D. P.'s, How modest are the K. D. 
P.'s. (Answer: That would fHl pages.) 
objected to the consistently late ar-
rival of her escort. The Adonis who 
possesses a line of flattery and in-
sincere remarks does not hit the 
spot as far as his feminine compan-
ion is concerned, and she also wish- The Lair's Suggested Amateur 
es he would not ask her to make up Night Program 
her mind where they are going, or Harold Y~unger _with _his one-man~ 
carry his tie in her pocket. women dog act. (First pnz_e ~mner.) . 
may well be particular. This is Leap n:arold ~nappe smgmg the Inter-
Year. No haphazard choosing by natwnale m Esperanto. 
modern young womanhood, but I 0:.~ Poker Face standing on the 
sci:entific research and study is evi- burmng deck. (Ho~o~able mention.) 
dently in order. Dale Haverstock hftmg a 500 pound 
---EisTc weight with his little finger. 
WPA Forces Dust 
Books in Libraries 
Fritz Miller drinking opera and 
listening to the beer. 
J-ohn Lewis imitating a bull frog 
with laryingitis. 
Marion M.athas telling about a trip 
to New York to see a series of three 
plays. 
The traditional Scruggs vs. Seymour 
USOL • • • 
your mouth back of your front teeth 
and push it out your nose." Subm'itted 
by J. B. 
Miss Emma Reinhardt, to her Edu-
cation 32 class, just before a quiz, stat-
ed that many students tried to m ake 
up in quantity what they lacked in 
quality when writing tests. "But on 
my quizzes the answers must be strict-
ly quantity, not "quality." Submitted 
by S. L. 
ring classic. 
Scruggs and his tuba. 
A faculty sextet: Mr. Thut, tooting; 
Van Horn, horning; Gersbacher, bark-
ing; Mrs. Schaut, shouting; Hupprich, 
hupping; Mr. '-'rowe, crowing. 
A faculty ensemble: Alter altering, 
Neely kneeling, Love loving and Poos 
poo-pooing. Attebery· berrying, Baker 
baking, rOook cooking and Guinagh 
gnawing, Cavins caving, Ragan raging·, 
Elling·ton 'elling, and Angus 'anging. 
STUDENTS-
Your Patronage Will Be 
AppTeciated 
Complete Greasing Service 
ST~DARD OIL PRODUCTS 
NEWELL'S 
SERVICE STATION 
at Tenth and Lincoln 
• Creosote Oil 
Boondoggling invaded Eastern's li-
brary the first two weeks in March. A 
group of WP A workers dusted all of the 
library books, finishing Friday, March 
13. The crew of relief workers dustued 
all of the books in the stack room , and 
all of the bound magazines. Miss 
Anabel Thompson, member of the li-
brary staff, expressed approval of their 
work, and says, "The books surely 
needed dusting, and they look fine 
now.'' 
Doubles the Life 
of Wood 
---EISTC----
EASTERN JUNIORS PLACE 
FOURTH IN TOURNAMENT 
Eastern's training school Pantheretts 
won the trophy given for fourth p~ace 
in the annual CHS junior high basket-
ball tourney ten days ago. Greenup won 
first place, Charleston was second and 
Paris third. ' 
Now Open 
for Business 
Wink's Grocery , 
(Fonnerly the Cash Grocery) 
Complete Line of 
Groceries 
• 
Entirely New Stock-F'resh Meats 
• 
WILLIAJ.""\1 WINKLEB.LACK, Prop. 
PHONE 85 
Andrews Lumber & Mill Co. 
SUEDE 
I 
"I recommend the kind of student 
Non D. Script is for the kind of posi-
tion that that position might be. If 
he lives long enough and progresses 
continually, under proper direction, he 
will make a good teacher." 
"This young lady will make a splen-
did wife for a none-too-good husband." 
"I am familiar with Willie Flunk's 
work. The student is also familiar 




AAA to C 
It's one of the many beau-
tifully designed Paris Fash-
ion Shoes; fine suede, made 
with perfection ••• a style 
with distinction, so unusual 
to find at such a low price. 
"The college records show that John 
FOUNTAIN SERVICE-
GROCERIES AND MEATS 
Home Style ·Cooking 
LINCOLN INN 




Owned and operated by the Citizens of Charleston. 
For quick, guaranteed work 
CALL 397 
OUR DRIVER WILL CALL 
Advertised in Good House-
keeping, Cosmopolitan, 
Photoplay, True Story, 
Ladies' Home )ou_rn(l..l. 
A & G SHOE MART 
SMARTEST STYLES GREATEST VALUES 
Page Six TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
Contplete Golf SchedUle for '36 Released by 
Coach Beu; Eight Matches Will Be Featured 
Team Again Will Compete in Ill. 
State Meet; Macomb, Armour 
Tech Are Newcomers to East-
ern Schedule. 
Veterans Work Out 
F. A. Beu, coach of the golf team, 
last week completed an eight-match 
card, featuring home and away meets. 
In addition to the regular schedule of 
dual matches, Eastern will again com-
pete in the state tournament to be 
held this year at State Normal on May 
22 or 23. 
OLYMPICS TO SPUR 
US ATHLETICS 
"1936 should be a banner year 
for track enthusiasts," says 
Coach Winfield Scott Angus. The 
reason being "athletes interested 
in the 1940 Olympic Games will 
do· their utmost in order to gain 
recognition." 
An item of interest to all 
should be the P anther mentor's 
assertions that "the 1940 Olym-
pian would probably be held at 
Tokio in Japan. 
Track Team Prepares 
For Opening Combat 
Coach "Scotty" Angus continued to 
drill his thinclads for the coming sea-
son and has lengthened daily work-
outs as the men round into shape. 
The Panther mentor is working dili-
gently in order to prepare his men 
for the initial meet of the season with 
Oakland City college April 15. 
PANTHERGRAMS 
- Bu SIR LANTZELOT-
Contributed lby Charles A'UStin 
The new 1936 state champion-
Decatur! Well, all we can say is 
that we will bet we came as close 
as any'one in picking the winner. 
No one nominated Decatur unless 
it was Gay Kintner himself. How-
ever, we are not saying it wa.s a 
fluke that Decatur took back the 
crown. If you are looking for a 
reason just stop and think of that 
tight Decatur defense. There, m y' 
dear forecasters, you have the rea-
son why Decatur is the 1936 State 
champion. Indiana State of Terre Haute and 
Illinois State Normal reappear for two 
matches each on the 1936 card. St. 
Viator college also returns. Two 
matches with Macomb and one w'ith 
Armour Tech are new. 
Coach Beu states that all candidates 
for the team must report for practice 
immediately. They should see him in 
his office for instructions. Candidates 
may work out on Lincoln Field where 
a golf course was laid out last fall or 
may practice on the Charleston Coun-
try Club course. 
T earns Groomed for 
Annual Indoor Meet 
North Central college of Naperville 
is making preparations to entertain 
more than 350 athletes at the ninth 
anm~al conference swimming meet and 
the sixth annual indoor track meet 
Friday and Saturday of this week. 
Bob Anderson and John Dayton, 
distance men, have shown pTomising 
evidence of rounding into their true 
running form, while Vince Kelly and 
Charles Austin, dash men, are aJso 
hitting their stride. Loren Fox, Joe 
Henderson, and Henry Phipps, high Did you know that Coach Lantz 
.iumpers, have been ~bowing better refereed in two state tournaments? Yes 
form in each workout while Harold sir, he was one of the whistle tooters 
Younger, Walt Ritchie, and Charles back in 1918 and 1919. The first year 
Ridey are getting ov.er the hurdles in 
1
. he was there Centralia High won the 
fine form. The weight men, Dale crown. Mr. Lantz, in telling us of some 
Haverstock and Trulock, have not ex- of his experiences, relates a game he 
tended themselves yet, as they are worked between Millikin and Mon-
concentrating on form. mouth. During the game Millikin 
ElsTc made two baskets which were not 
North C€ntral will be seeking its 
fourth consecutive indoor track crown. 
Fourteen conference schools will try to 
wrest honors from the host school. oth- I 
er entered are: Bradley, State Normal, 
Carthage, Dlino'is Wesleyan, Illinois 
College, Macomb, St. Viator, Elmhurst, 
DeKalb, Monmouth, Wheaton, McKen-
d.ree, C'arbondale, and Augustana. 
1936 Baseball Chart counted and the final score was 30 to 26 
A 
in favor of Monmouth. As the game end-
Already sever·al men have reported. 
Veterans Don Newell, Edward Ga.tes, 
and Carl Worland are limbering up 
da'ily for the opening match of the sea-
son in April. From the ranks of new-
comers or slightly experienced men a 
fourth member of the team will be 
chosen. 
nnounced by Lantz ed, the wife of the Millikin coach rush-
ed out on the floor and started shak-
The complete schedule reads: 
April 11, Macomb, here; April 18, 
Macomb, there; April 25, State Nor-
mal, here; May 2, St. Viator, here; 
M ay 6, Indiana State, here; May 12, 
Armour Tech, here; May 15, Illdiana 
State, there; May 20, State Normal, 
there; May 22 or 23, state tournament 
at State Normal. 
---EIST·c---
Repairs to Be 'Made 
On Schahrer Track 
Winners of eight of the events last 
year will return this spring. The field 
is expected to be unusually strong. 
Coach C. P. Lantz last week announ-
ced the complete baseball schedule for 
1936. Eleven games are carded, six 
of which are in the conference. 
The season opens April 10 when Oak-
land City, Ind., will be met on the 
Hoosier diamond. Indiana State will 
open Eastern's home schedule here 
April 14. State Normal and DeKalb are rated 
the st.rongest contenders for North 
Central. All the traditional rivals in the Ll.t-
Eastern does not enter this annual tle 19 ~re booked th~s season. Two 
spring event, believing that insufficient games Wl~l b~ played wtth each of Wes-
time has been had to r und leyan, Illmms College, and State Nor-
. o a compe- l mal. 
tent team mto shape. Several times 
our coaches have threatened to send The_ complete card reads: 
an entry, but each time thought bet- I f\.pril 10, Oakland City at Oakland 
ter of it. C'lty, Ind.; April 14, Indiana State, 
here; April 15, Oakland City here· 
In order that the track on Schahrer April 18• Illinois Wesleyan he;e. Aprii 
Field may be brought up to official Flashes From W AA; 23• Indiana State, at T~rre Haute· 
standards, a survey was made last Open House Is Near Apr'il 25• Illinois State Normal at Nor~ 
week by several Easterners. Lloyd I. mal; April 28• Illinois College.'at Jack-
Wylie and Gertrude Hendrix, members sonville! ' May 5• Oakland City, at Oak-
of the mathematics department, and We think the All Star basketball land Clty; May 8, Illinois Wesleyan, 
students of their trigonometry classes, team announced a few weeks ago at Bloomington; May 15, Illinois Col-
were in charge of the survey. should have some mention. The lege, here; May 21, Illinois State Nor-
Members of the trignometry classes team consists of: forwards, Lucile mal, here. 
received practical experience in help- Abbe, captain, Violet MacFarland, Kay ---EisTc---
ing the two instructors. Lumbrick, Eleanor Gable, Jane Sheets, TRACK SCHEDULE FOR 
Curves on the present track do not and Ruth Millet; guards, Ginger 1936 IS ANNOUNCED 
comply with official regulations. This Cayez, Maxine Kerby, Louise Abel, --
fault is to be corrected as soon as Yvonne Baker, Milbra Osborn and Seven meets-dual and group-ap-
ing her fist in Mr. Lantz's face. She 
cried, "You robber, if you had counted 
those baskets we would have won." 
The Panther thinclads are out now 
getting daily work outs. With the 
opening of the season three · weeks 
awa'y' it looks as if the Angusmen 
will be weak in the dashes and field 
events. If these two events could 
be fil!led the Panthers would have 
one of their strongest teams in re-
cent years. 
Bobby Grieve, Illinois sprinter, set a 
new world mark for the 60-yard dash 
in the Central AAU meet Friday night. 
We can attest to the fact that the lit-
tle Dlinois speedster has it. We chased 
him down a hundred yard straight 
away once when in high school. 
---EISTC:---
Remember your friends with flowers. 
They say it best _ carroll Florist, 
413 Seventh street. Phone 39. 
--EISTc:---
Car washing, 50 cents. Simonizing or 
waxing, $2.50.-Charles Meyer Phone ~~ ' 
Tuesday, March 24, 193S 
Open House Is 
Slated by W AA 
Wilma Brumleve, Chairman, An-
nounces Plans for Annual Ath-
letic Event to Be Given Mon. 
day Evening. 
W AA will hold its annual open house 
on Monday evening, March 30. It will 
be carried out in the old fashioned 
mode. 
The chairman of the affair, Wilma 
Brumleve, reports, "Here you will see 
how basketball was played with bushel 
baskets (Ed. Note. That ought to be 
good.); why knitting became popular; 
how grandmother was courted in days 
of old; and the way various sports used 
to be played." 
Immediately following there will be 
badminton, ping pong, and basketball 
in the gymnasium. The All-Star team 
from the intramural tournament will 
play the Faculty Women team. This 
game is sort of a tradition at Eastern 
and one year the faculty w'in out and 
the next year the students. 
The girls in charge of the skits are: 
Lucille Abbee, bicycling; Louise Brian, 
riding; Kathryn Shores, croquet; Sadie 
Kuffel, swimming; Dorothy Dearnbarg-
er, baseball; Helen Jones, quilting; Hel-
en Hall, newspaper chorus; F ern Tait, 
basketball, and Ruth Neal, knitting. 
---EISTC:---
Intramural Champs 
To Receive A wards 
C. P. Lantz announces that awards 
for the intramural basket ball cham-
pions, the Flying Dutchmen, have 
been ordered. The awards will be 
small, gold-col6red basketballs with 
blue "EI's" on them. Walters, Tru-
lock, Linder, Lancaster, McCaleb, 
Cain, and Owens will each r eceive one 
of these awards. 
---EIST'C---
When planning your purchases, 
read the News ads for guidance. 
It Pays to Look Well 
A ~ hair cu~ just doesn't happen 
-It IS the resu.t of long experience 
and careful attention. You can get 
that kind Otf service at the 
HOLMES BARBER 
SHOP 
Southwest Corner of Square 
weather conditions permit. Catherine Bower. Their first oppon- pear on the track team's 1936 chart, ac-
It is the plan to build a level con- ents are a faculty team that they play cording to Coach Winfield Scott An- I 
crete curb one foot from the inside at WAA Open House next Monday gus. Activity gets underway April 15 
and all around the track, and at the night. when Oakland City vis'its here. 
A. G. FROM MEL 
A Full Line of Hal'dware, Paints, Dishes, Kitchen Utensils, Tools, 
Cutlery a.nd Sporting Goods 
same time have the track exactly 440 -- · The remainder of the schedule is: 
yards in length. When Coach W. s. The probable starting lineup for the April 18, Carbondale Teachers, at I 
Angus was asked what would be done faculty may include coach Angus at I Carbondale; April 25, DeKalb Teach-
when the track is on a down-grade, center, Mr. Lantz at forward Miss Kas- ers, at DeKalb; May 1, Normal, at 
he said, pointing, "We'll use that p'ile sabaum at guard. All are ~eterans of Normal; May 6, Indiana State, here; 
of ashes to build it up." previous seasons. May 9, Teachers College meet, at De-
WPA labor will probably be in charge Kalb; May 22-23, state meet at .State 
of the work connected with revising We wonder what will become of Mr. Normal. 
the track. - --------------J Seymour since the three court playing- • 
---EISTc:---
High School Honor 
Winners Announced 
High honor and honor winners for 
the Winter term at Teachers College 
High school h ave been released from 
the office. High honors : 
Freshmen- Barbara Anderson, Neva 
Louise Hood, Jean Lillian Jones, Ber-
tha Elizabeth Ridgely, Mary Sue Sim-
mons, Jack Mitchell Wyeth. 
Sophomores-Helen Louise Mcintyre, 
Edward Gerald R ennels, Mabel Max-
ine Rennels. 
Juniors - Martha Anderson, Ethel 
Charlene Hood, Elizabeth Louise King, 
Ruth Elizabeth Swlckard. 
Seniors- Robert Edward Hallowell, 
Mary Maurine Hawkins, Nina Mae 
Tefft, Mary Esther Widger. 
Honor Winners 
Freshmen- Lois Isabel Baker, Mar-
tha Moore, Mary Eleanor Reynolds. 
Sophomores-Elbert Abel Fairchild, 
Maryellen Faris, Harold Lee Hayes, 
Thomas Max Newell, Richard Ernest 
Stanberry. 
Juniors-John Owen Harlan. 
Seniors-Kathryn Mae Dodds. 
has been abandoned. Maybe this is a 
good thing for we understand that the 
center court didn't give him enough 
room anyway. 
We saw Fern Tait walking down the 
street carrying a bushel basket. We 
wonder why? She couldn't be a pledge 
to anything, so your guess is as good as 
ours. 
Baseball, hockey, tennis, and archery 
are dominating in girls sports this 
term. 
-~-EISTC:---
FOR RENT-Four-room apartment, 
Modern, not furnished - 1429 South 
Sixth street. Phone 685. 
Spring Formals-
I 
Shoe Repa.irin.g Neatly Done 
BRADING'S 
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP 
Phone 173 
North of Square on 7th St. 
.A Subject for 
Much Thought 
to the college student, is something 
to eat. If you think first of Wer-
den's Grocery you will make an A. 
\!VERDEN GROC. 
South Side Square 
Thoroughly Cleaned .. Delicately Finished 
Charleston Cleaners and Dyers 
BYRON MILLER, Proprietor 




We Also RepaJr Suitcases, Ba.gs, Trunks a.nd All Leather Goods 
"See Us Before You Buy" 
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE PHONE 492 
Coles County's Largest Oep'f. Store 
WELCOM'ES YOU! 
You'll be surprised at the large stocks and the quality we 
have. Ev·ery item of high grade and guaranteed to be satis-









OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render service 
at all times. Expert operator. 
ALEXANDER' S 
Utterback's Business College 
MATI'OON, ILLINOIS 
Short, thorough and intensive training for office work. Special courses 
for SCHOOL TEACHERS. Day and Night School. 
Tuition ReasonaJble 
TELEPHONE BLDG. PHONE 248 
·----------------------------------------~ 
NEW FORD V-8 FOR 1936 .. 
McARTHUR 
· . . IT NEEDS NO BREAKING-IN 
MOTOR SALES 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS PHONE 666 
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Will Neutrality Work?; Scribe 
Doubts; Stop Wars, Is Advise Water, Water Everywhere 
So Toot Reneges 
!students Visit 
Decatur Plant 
Students Figure in 
Minor Auto Mishap 
Carl Cline, EI student, who drives 
back and forth daily from Mattoon, 
was the principal figure in an acci-
dent occurring a mile west of Char-
leston Friday morning. 
Entrant in News Editorial Wri~ 
ing Contest Gives Views on 
Value and Feasibility of Neu-
trality; Doubts Success. 
By William Adair 
Americans, at present, seem deter-
mined to remain neutral and keep 
out of war. However, neutrality is 
not that perfectly safe, foolproof 
policy which the American public 
opinion of today thinks it is. We are 
too inextricably tied into world af-
fairs to delude ourselves that we can 
put on neutrality and render our-
selves invisible to a world in conflict 
around us. The League of Nations 
theory of sanctions has proved to be 
a flat failure because economic sanc-
tions cannot operate unless backed by 
military sanctions and military sanc-
tions mean war. The way to keep 
out of war is to prevent war, but there 
are no signs that the United States 
or any other country is willing to 
make the necessary sacrifices to de-
velop a policy of internattonal co-
operation to prevent war. 
...........•....•..............•••.....•....•..•...• 
It Can Happen at 
Eastern-It Did! 
There is an o~d saying, "man's 
spine is soluble in woman's tears." 
Perhaps this was the main 'reason 
that a young college co-ed was 
seen weeping copiously last Sun -
day night. Rather than lower her 
dignity by pleading with the mere 
male she sobbed softly into her 
dainty lace handkerchief. 
Perhaps you've h eard of the "ab-
sence d'esprit" professor who poured 
maple syrup down hts back and vigor-
ously scratched his griddle cakes (not 
on this faculty), but p-l-ease let me 
tell you of the professor who turned 
plumber during the recent below zero 
weather (on this faculty). 
H. E. Phipps, head of the physical 
science department, took about forty 
organic chemistry, botany, and home 
economics students to Decatur Thurs-
day morning. Here they visited Staleys 
from ten in the morning till three in 
the afternoon. At noon they had the 
privilege of eating at Staley's cafeteria. 
After dinner they were taken through 
the entire building from the tip of the 
basement to the top of the tower and 
back to the President's office. 
The accident occurred on Route 16 
just below Mound Cemetery. Two west 
bound cars had stalled on the high-
way going up the hill on the curve. An 
east bound truck had stopped besl.de 
them to offer assistance. As Carl ap-
proached the curve and saw he could 
not avoid the accident, he slammed 
on his brakes, but hit the rear of the 
truck. Carl's auto had to be towed in. 
P&OBLEMS TO BE FACED 
Wringing his hands, pacing the 
floor, and wildly gesturing, the 
male pleaded with this emotional 
creature. The venom of a snake 
would not have been more deadly 
to him than the tears of this wo-
man. After many minutes of tor-
ture the male discovered to his dis-
gust that the cause of such a re-
action resulted from his ten min-
ute tardiness. 
...... ...•.•.................. ..•......•............ 
Ten Placements For 
Year Are Recorded 
Dr. "Toot" (we'll call him "Toot" for 
want of a better name) , was supposedly 
one of the victims of frozen water pipes 
last month. Realizing the necessity 
for his a. m. bath (pronounce "a" as in 
paw), and lacking a tub, in vogue a de-
cade · ago, thought several times before 
hitting upon a plan. 
While insisting that he was imposing 
upon his neighbor, he linked together 
many yards of garden hose and piped 
water tq his home from the water tap 
outside his neighbor's house. After 
using thi:s arrangement for sometime 
he happened to remember that he had 
turned off his own water supply early 
in the winter so that his! water pipes 
The situation confronting us today would not freeze. Strangely enough, 
is that not a single neutral right of Five students secured teaching po- he had neglected to turn on the pres-
trade asserted by our government in sitions for next year during February, sure. again. 
the past is officially recognized by making a total of ten placements for ---EtsTc---
Great Britain, France, Italy, or the year 1936. Those students placed 
Germany to any greater extent than during February are: Martha Turner, 
in 1914-17. It is impracttcal for us Alice Groff, Edith cochran, Margaret 
to assert or vindicate successfully Spittler, and Paul T . Klink. Four re-
Training School to 
Sponsor Open House 
such an illusory thing as a neutral ce'ived jobs of teaching grades; one re- An open house of the Training 
~ight of. trade ~urin.g war, and it. is ceived a high school position. school will be held for parents all 
JUst as Impractical to wrest admiS- Three hundred fifty-two students I Thursday afternoon. Parents are in-
sian of them from a b~lli~ere~t. The have completed registration with the vited to come early and then attend 
so-called right of retalratiOn .Ignores 1 Placement Bureau. the PTA meeting that will be held 
the existence of a neutral nght of . 
trade and this doctrine was upheld Wa.l~er W: Cook,. drrector, says that Thursday ·evening at 4 o'clock in the 
by English courts and their promin- wor~ IS rapidly gomg forward. on ere· Training school library. The program 
ent writers on international law. Na- dentml folders. Th~ credentials ~Y that the PTA offers is as follows: 
tions fighting for their lives cannot thu~ be sent out Without delay m Music, chorus from Training school; 
always pause to observe punctilios April when . s.chool boards are elected activities from classrooms-"Excerpts 
for their every action is an act of and start hrrmg teachers. from Our Newspapers," sixth grade; 
---Etnc "Our Food Experiment," fifth grade; 
war, and their attitude toward neu- BOHUMIR KRYL "Interesting Things about Greece," 
The home economics students say 
the most interesting part of the trip 
was looking at the beautiful Chinese 
rugs and mahogany furniture. The 
chemistry students say the most inter-
esting part of the trip was wa.tching 
how the corn is treated to get starch 
and glucose and watching them get 
cattle feed as by-products. 
other occupants of the Cline car 
were : Roy Van Note, Oarl Worland. 
and J ack and Tom Keene, Eastern 
students. All escaped injury. 
"This is the fourth trip I have made 
to Staleys in the last three years," said 
Mr. Phipps. 
To make the day comp'ete they also 
visited the Flint-Eaton Company, phar-
maceutical manufacturers. Here they 
saw how tablets and pills of different 
sorts are made. When asked why they 
1 
made the same pill in dtfferent colors 
the guide said, "Some people won't take I 
a brown pill but they will a pink one." 
Mr. Phipps said, "It was a fine trip· 
and we hope to make at least one more 
before the quarter is over." Last fall 
the chemistry students made a trip to 
the Linea Refinery at Robinson. 
Others in the group were: Mrs. V . P. 
Russel, head of the home economics, 
---EISTc---
Kincaid Visits at Eastern 
J ack Kincaid, former EI student now 
atteding U. of I., spent the week-end 
visiting his parents and friends in 
Charleston. 
Miss Clara Attel:>ery, home economics 
instructor, and F. L. Verw'iebe, physics 
inst1uctor. 
The GOLDEN RULE 
SHOE SHOP 
PHONE 74 




TODAY (TUES.) & WED.- ADM. 10c & 25c 
A T LAST MAE MEETS HER VICTOR 
The West is Conquered-The Rest is History 
MaeWEST * VictorMacLAGLEN trals is governed, not by the conven- VISITS 
tions of peace, but by the exigencies AT EASTERN ON FRIDAY fourth grade; "Indian Dances,'' third 
of a deadly strife. In any future war grade; address, "Modern Trends in 
in 
between great powers, the neutral Bohumir Kryl, noted cornet soloist Education," W. W. Cook. 
will be allowed just such privileges of who appeared on the Entertainment I ~------------~--. 1 
trade, and only those privileges, which Course here several seasons ago, was 
the belligerents believe will not too a visitor at Eastern Friday afternoon. 
seriously impair their chance of win- He 'is now with an agency booking en-
CHARLESTON FRUIT STORE 
PHONE 531 ning the war. gagements for symphony orchestras in 
FACTORS ARE IMPORTANT the Middle West. Mr. Kryl was once FRESH FRUITS, VEGETABLES 
DAILY The probability of war bears a di- a soloist with Sousa and toured the 
rect relationship to the economic in- world while with that organization. 
terest of Americans in the area and 
fortunes of the belligerents. There-
fore, it is hard to draw the line on 
just what articles may be used by a 
belligerent for war purposes, and just 
as difficult to prevent sales of mun-
itions to belligerents through agents · 
or friendly purchasers. American in-
dustry and agriculture produce more 
than can be consumed by the American 
peop~e; consequently, we must face 
surpluses for which foreign outlets 
must be created, and accumulated 
American capital exported. If Amer-
ican merchants run true to form they 
will hasten to take advantage of ab-
normal war-time profits. Eager to sell 
their goods, contraband or no, impar-
tially to both belligerents, they will 
bitterly resent any interference with 
their trade by either and will demand 
that the government take up their 
quarrel for them. Our war trade 
could not be ~ept within proper 
bounds tf war between two great 
powers caught us unprepared. The 
pressure from all sorts of well-organ-
ized lobbies ranging all the way from 
bankers and business men to farmers 
and trade unions, the glowing pros-
pects of "golden opportunities" and 
quick profits, beguiled by the lure of 
"easy money," and the stimulation by 
intensive propaganda will cause the 
American public to once more fall for 
the mirage of prosperity. Also, any 
additional limitations on trade and 
citizens by the government would 
probably be too irksome to the Amer-
ican citizens and seem unbearable 
even for the sake of neutrality. 
(Continued on Page 8) 
We Cavry an Attractive Line of 
EASTER CANDIES 
See Us Before Buying 
The CANDY SHOP 
FREE DRINKS 
Ruth Miller, Glen Sunderman, 
Stanley Elam, Elizabeth Jones 







We are now pre1pared to offer 
you school award sweaters in 
any color, style 'Or weave de- · 
sired. Made to your order. Also 
emblems made to your specifi-
cation. Let us quote you prices 
on any style garment you 
might wish. 
MURRAY'S 
SHOES! FURNISHINGS ! 
Now that I have moved to my . new location, in Kline's 
Department Store, in order that I might better serve my 
friends and customers, I wish to so~cit your continued pat-
ronage. 
You can depend upon the same Prompt and Reliable Ser-
vice that you have received during the past 12 years. 
Very truly yours, 
FRED E. SCHEIDKER 




Cash and Carry 75c 
Call and Deliver $1.00 
'KLONDIKE ANNIE' 
(FOUR NEW SONG HITS) 
Als10 Latest News-Comedy- Shows 2:30-7:00-9:00 
THURSDAY-BARGAIN DAY- Continuous from 2 :30 
lOc to all till5:30; then lOc & 15c 
THE SUPREME SPY ADVENTURE 
Edmund LOWE 
in 
'The GREAT IMPERSONATION' 
ALSO SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS 
FRIDAY ONLY- ADM. 10c & 25c 
Lily PONS-Henry FONDA 
In 
'I DREAM TOO MUCH' 
with 
·Osgood PERKINS- Eric BLORE 
Music by Jerone KERN 
A BRILLIANT MODERN ROMANCE 
Also Comedy-Novelty- Shows 2:30-7:00-9:00 
SATURDAY ONLY- ADM. 10c & 25c 
'The Preview Murder Mystery' 
with 
Gail PATRICK- Reginald DENNY- Francis DRAKE 
Rod LaROCQUE-Ian KEITH-Conway TEARLE 
While the cameras turn, telTOl' strikes. Murder at one of 
Hollywood's gayest previews. 
Also Cartoon & March of Time Shows 1:30-3:30-7-9 
NEXT SUNDAY -MONDAY- MARCH 29-30 
DIONE QUINTUPLETS 
In 
'The COUNTRY DOCTOR' 
Page Eight 
Round Table Meets 
Thursday Night to 
Hear Four Speakers 
The Charleston Round Table No. 10 
of the Illinois Industrial Arts Educa-
tion association held a meeting in the 
Practical Arts building Thursday at 
7:30. Eighteen members from Charles-
ton and surrounding towns attended 
the meeting. 
0. E. Baxter, education director of 
Camp Charleston, gave a talk on the 
educational program of the CCC 
camps. L. F. Ashley of the local in-
dustrial arts department, then read a 
cha.pter, "Variation in College En-
trance Requirements," from his Doc-
tor's dissertation. The expense to 
which some colleges go, as pointed out 
in this chapter, in order to entice stu-
dents to their particular institutions 
was very amusing. Russell H. Landis 
and Wayne P. Hughes closed the pro-
gram by giving brief talks on the 
"High-lights of the American Voca-
tional Association Meeting." 
In a business meeting that followed 
the progra.m, members discussed plans 
for future meetings. 
---EISTC---
Neutrality Question 
Considered by Scribe 
(Continued trum Page 7) 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
Shades of J. Paul Reed! Barkers Hit Stride 
At Annual Carnival Offered Saturday Night 
There was riot and revel-of the college brand, if you please-
when the Lair and Hall presented their annual carnival Saturday Americans will ri:sk their lives on 
the ships of belligerents, and the gov-
ernment will feel obligated to see 
that they are protected against the 
consequences of their own willfulness. 
It is quite typical of the internation-
al anarchy that it should be quite 
legal for a neutral to do what it is 
legal for a belligerent to prevent it 
from doing, and that a neutral gov-
ernment is under no obligation to pre-
vent its citizens from pursuing, but is 
rather inclined to insist upon the right 
to pursue, courses of action which 
might involve risks of war. The gov-
ernment cannot prevent frictions and 
resentments from loans of private 
citizens to a belligerent or enlistment 
in their army, nor is our army or 
navy of sufficient material force to 
make our voice heard and heeded 
concerning such neutral rights. Not 
only that, but it must protect the 
private powerful interests that have 
obtained stakes abroad, and this will 
cause friction. 
Eastern Entertainers Offer Program 
For Neoga High School Celebratio~ 
.. 
A group of Eastern state entertain- ~ PUBLICATION HEADS 
ers assisted at the prvgram for the NAME DEADLINE 
annual Neoga Parent-Student basket- __ 
ball celebration held in honor of that 
city's basketball team Thursday eve- Students wishing to apply for top pos'itions on the News and Warbler 
for 1936-37 must have their applica-ning. 
Eastern's program was divided into tions in by this Friday noon. Let-
three parts. The amateur night or- ters may be h anded in at the News 
chestra performed first. It is com- bo':{ or turned over to F. L. Andrews, 
posed of Eleanor Gabel, Dan Morgan, adviser to both publications. Editor 
Don Cavins, Don Tolliver, Lawrence and business manager positions are 
Stokes, Merl Allaed, Ralph Mcintosh, open 
Paul Wakefield, Elizabeth Valbert, Ike ===·============ 
Wingler, and Claude Durgee. I 
Don Cavins and Bette Lou Bails troupe and master of ceremonies. Jay 
each sang popular songs to the or- B. MacGregor accompanied the EI 
chestra's accompaniment. Cavins sang group, 
PROPAGANDA IS THREAT 
There is the ever-present danger of 
becoming involved in war through in-
flammatory propaganda in the press 
and platform by adherents of one 
belligerent against another. Influ-
ential magazines, newspapers, and 
speeches of public men would inflame 
the situation and arouse hot resent-
ment in belligerent countries by ex-
pressing sympathy with one side or the 
other, by indulging in harsh and violent 
criticism, and by denunciation of a bel-
ligerent .government, army, and citizens. 
This is shown very well by what hap-
pened during the World War concern-
ing the exaggerated German atrocittes. 
The use of new implements or meth-
ods of war have produced new problems, 
as well as sources of friction for the 
neutral, because the whole citizen body 
may be affected. 
CANNOT REMAIN NEUTRAL 
As much as we deside to keep out of 
war, our own interest and duty as a 
great power forbids us to sit idly by 
and watch hostilities develop between 
great powers. Not only would we lose 
the respect of other nations, but we 
could not hold our positi:on of interna-
tional influence. Taking a lesson from 
the World War, we must realize now 
tnat every condition of neutrality en-
genders friction which nowdays is like-
ly eventually to implicate us, as a 
powerful neutral, in war. The United 
States found it easy to assert neutrality 
during the World War but to maintain 
it was impossible in the face of activ-
ities of belligerents on our soil or in our 
waters, or against the conflicting con-
tentions of the belligerents. Europe de-
sires neither advice nor good wishes. 
What Europeans do want is our money, 
and (if possible) our man-power used 
to insure victory for a particular side 
and they will go to any length to i:m-
plicate us in their war. 
Royal Typewriters 
Repairing 
E. L. ,CHURCH 
505 No. 22nd Street 
MATI'OON ILLINOIS 
"Beautiful Lady in Blue" and Miss Entertainers enjoyed a meal early 
Bails sang "It's Been So Long." in the evening prepared by the par-
Helen Bones and Mildred Summers, ents. 
whose performance h ere some time .---·-------------1 
ago was greeted so enthusiastically, 
tap danced to accompaniment by the 
orchestra. 
Part two offered another time-
honored act at Eastern- the Tolliver-
Morgan duo in their stunt called 
"White Tie and Tails." 
To close the program, Marion 
Mathas sang and played several old 
favorite cowboy songs. 
George Henry was manager of the 
MARINELLO 
BEAUTY SHOP 
North Side Square 
SPECIALIZING 
in All Kinds of 
BEAUTY WORK 
W. C. Peters, Prop. Phone 1506 
There's A Thrill 
• ID 
Sllopping for · Easter 
at 
DRESS-WELL SHOPS 
We have never had larger, more select assortment, and better 
quality at reasonable prices than this Spring. 
ICOA TS and SUITS 
Shagmoor- Printzess- Hirshmaur and other hig·h class lines-
Swagger, Fitted, Chesterfields, J igger Suits and mannish types 
PRICED $7.95 up to $39.75 
DRESSES 
Of all descriptions- dark ·or liglht sheers, prints, etc. For all 
daytime wear and evening .................................. $4.99 to $19.95 
HATS 
Dobbs, Fisk or other fine makes. FelJt, Straw, Crepe, and 




Go West! Paris Van 
Horn Counsels Club 
Tuesday, March 24, 1936 
WOMEN VOTERS LEAGUE 
DRAWS SPEECH PROGRAM 
The League of Women Voters ~ 
"All scientists should go West!" Paris going to have a meeting on Saturday, 
Van Horn told the Wednesday meeting March 28, at 7:00 p. m., in the court 
of the Science club, not at all facetious- house at Charleston to which all 
ly. He was speaking of his tour candidates of all parties for nomm. 
through a number of the western na- ation in the coming primaries are in· 
tiona! parks last summer. "You can vited. In preparation for this can. 
study anything.from botany to physics dictates meeting, two study groups 
there. Every teacher should know were scheduled in the circuit court room 
something about our parks system, too. of the court house. The first one, 
School children are interested in our March 16, Monday, at 7 :00 p. m., has 
West and it's well to be able to give been conducted by C. H. Coleman who 
them first hand information about it." enumerated the duties and respopsi· 
Mr. v an Horn illustrated his talk bilities of the national and state of-
with slides of various natural phen- 1 fices from president down; on Tues· 
omena he photographed during his day, March 24, at 7:00 p. m., Mrs. C. 
trip. C. Lee and Miss Ruth Dunn will dis· 
cuss the county and the party of-
fices. This is an opportunity for wo· 
men to equip themselves to vote in-
telligently in the coming election, 
and all women in Charleston are in-
vited to at tend these meetings. They 
are invlted t o come to the study 
groups and find out what these jobs 
really are, and then come to the can-
didates meeting and see the men who 
want them. 
---EISTC---
Paul Sargent's Art 
Works Are Exhibited 
CContlnued from Page 1) 
several of his paintings as examples 
to show how they had been completed 
to his satisfaction. 
"We were pleased that ~larger num-
ber of townspeople than usual came 
out to see the exhibit," said Frances 
Brown, one of the committee in charge 
of the opening. Students assisting 
Miss Brown were Harriet Teel and 
Dorothy Hills. 
This was the first exhibition at the 
College of Mr. Sargent's work for sev-
eral years. It will remain in the Art 
room the rest of this week, until 
March 28, if anyone wishing to see it 
has not already done so. 
---EISTC---
CCC DIRECTORS MEET 
OOC Camp educational advisers of 
the fourth sub-district held an ail-
day conference at Eastern Friday. The 
meeting opened at 9:30 with 0. E. 
Baxter, sub-district co-ordinator and 
educational adviser of the Charleston 
camp, as chairman. 
Two Eastern faculty members were 
included on the program. Donald R. 
Alter discussed the subject, "Experi-
ences in Adult Education," and Law-
rence F. Ashley spoke on "Vocational 
Training for Adults." 
KRACKER BOX 
FREE COFFEE 
with every 15c lunch 
Fred Fletcher, Prop. 
Operated by "Bob" and "Ab" 
Signed: League President. 
---EISTc---
STEAGALL IS SPEAKER 
The Geography club was fortunate 
in g·etting to hear Carlton Steagall, a 
former student of this school, who 
spoke last Wednesday evening on lus 
recent experiences in the Bahama Is· 
lands where he has been collecting ma· 
terial for his Master's thesis. 
Two club members also took part in 
the evening's program. Leo Berns 
spoke on "The Rhinelands" and Jam~s 
Linder spoke on "Japan's Present Posl· 
tion in the Orient ." 
N E C S PHONE 220 . . orner quare. 
YELLOW CAB CO. 
Bob Waters 
DAY AND NIGHT SERViCE 
The Thinking Fellow Calls a Yellow 
Fletcher's Grocery 
"WE WANT YOUR 
BUSINESS" 
Phone 422 463 Lincoln St. 
A. c. ADKINS 
Groceries and Meats 
We Carry a Complete Line of 
School Supplies 
CORNER TENTH AND LIN·COLN 
MODERN ROOMS REASONABLE RATES 
By Day or Week-Newly Deccrated Throughout 
HOTEL LAWES 
Under New Management 
RENA M. THOMPSON, PROPRIETRESS 
Phone 42-5th & Jackson Charleston, Ill. 
Gleaming Black Patent 
I NV.A.DT'S 
BDOWNbiltSHOE STOAE 
' ~ .... ' #(' ' ' : ' ., '.; • ~ ~ I- : _' { ~ 
RI'\LOU' C HARLESTON BOY SCOU T 
H,., 'II , V II.L . c;.t--401 ',. 
• • 
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Quick as a ·Wink 
THIS wink is one,fortieth of a 
second long, and the photO' 
graphs were taken at the rate of 
500 per second by means of a new 
electrical circuit developed for 
high speed photography by Dr 
H. E. Edgerton and K. J. Ge~es· 
hausen at Massachusetts In· 
stitut:e of Technology. 
CINEMACTR:ESS Betty Furness has just been 
added to the faculty of Woodbury College (Los 
Angeles) where she is an adviser to the costume de, 
signing and millinery arts departments. 
SKIING is fast becoming the most popular of the winter sports in the north, 
ern colleges and universities. This action photo was taken on the Uni, 
versity of Wisconsin campus for CoLLEGIATE DIGEST by Frederick Kaeser II. 
J 
GEORGETOWN'S Coach Jack Hagerty demonstrates the new type of 
goal he devised in an effort to increase ~he use of the field goal as a weapon 
of offense. Although the goal posts are ten yards behind the goal line, this 
design places the cross bar nearer the goal line. . . 
Attention, Hollywood! 
J F TENOR Joseph i3entonelli ever gets into the 
movies, as he conceivably might, he can set the 
script writers to work on his own life. At the Uni-
versity of Oklahoma he was a member of the glee club. 
He took a degree; then studied under Jean de Reszke, 
peerless among teachers. Like . all standard movie 
operatic tenors, he went to Italy for further study. 
There plain Joe Benton, Oklahoma, U. S. A ., became 
BentoneUi in ~anOn . 
Joseph Bentonelli. He 
made a debut at Bologna, 
heard the applause of I tal-
ians, and returned to the 
United States to plod for· 
ward for the Big Chance. 
He sang in Philadelphia, 
but the first electric mo-
ment came in Chicago. He 
was asked to substitute for 
Mario Chamlee in Manon 
in the Chicago Opera 
House. The house echoed 
to its ornate rafters. Ben-
tonelli auditioned at the 
Metropolitan m New York, and was put on the wait-
ing list. It chanced that he was in Director Tenor 
Edward Johnson's office when word came that Rich-
ard Crooks was too ill to sing in Manon the next 
night. Bentonelli became insistent, poured out an 
aria from Manon, and sang himself into the role. The 
Met debut was a triumph. Add love interest to all 
this, and Joe Benton of Oklahoma is set for the movies. 
A Major Is a Colonel 
THE STORY has it that Jack Major, now good 
enough to appear on both networks as a singer, 
once was good enough ·to outwit Irvin S. Cobb on a 
Kentucky golf course. A rascally caddy, he pocketed 
Cobb's golf balls when they fell into the rough; then 
sold them back to the humorist. Cobb discovered the 
trickery, but had taken a liking to the bright young~ter 
who had learned through neCe$Sity to live by·his wits. 
Under maturer guidance, • 
Jack joined theY. M . C. A. 
and a church. 
When the church's min-
ister took a teaching job at 
Rice Institute, he brought 
Jack along to college. Irvin 
S. Cobb paid the bills. 
Like Joe Ben tonelli, Jack 
sang in the college glee 
club, but he had no aspira-
tions toward the classical. 
When a local theater man-
ager asked him to whistle, yodel, and sing on a local 
stage, he did so with alacrity. The' encouragement he 
received induced him to leave college. Now he 
whistles, yodels, and sings over two networks, and 
has received his state's conventional, if monotonous 
ble~sing by being created a Kentucky colonel. · 
NAN NOR-
MAN, Univer-
sity of North Caro-
lina Chi Omega and 
major in journalism, 
has been selected to 
typify the Carolina 
co-ed. 
SENATORIAL FRATERNITY BROTHERS,, Senators Tom Connally (Texas), Elmer Thomas (Okla.), Duncan Fletcher (Fla.), Elbert Thomas (Utah), and Sherman Minton 
(Ind.) are all members of Phi Delta Theta. 
STREAM OF FIRE,- The vertical stream which looks like water in this unusual photo of the 
burning of the University of Maine's Oak Hall is 
actually a portion of the wall falling to the ground. 
THE BASEBALL SEASON 
gets under way at Yale with 
the appearance of Coach Joe 
Wood and Capt. Tommy Curtin 
at indoor practice in the gym· 
THIRD DIMENSION PHOTOGRAPHY is the newest method devised 
for the reproduction of works of art. Dr. Cl~:en~ K~nnedy, ~mith_ Col· 
lege, is shown with Edwin Land, inventor of the thrrd dunenston proJector 
to; stereo pictures. 
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A QUIET PICTURE 
of student life? That's 
the way it looks-but 
underneath, nerves 
may be seething and 
digestion askew from 
the long grind. Tum 
to Camels- they pro-
mote good digestion. 
And now we come to one of modern life's most 
gracious privileges- dining at Keen's English Chop 
House in New York ... famous gathering place of 
those who enjoy good living. 
Here cluster memories of John Drew and that great 
gourmet, "Diamond jim" Brady ... Theodore Roosevelt 
7UNEIN!CAMELCARAVAN 
with WALTER O'KEEFE 
DEANE JANIS, TED HUSING 
GLEN GRAY atulthe 
CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA 
Tuesday and Thnrsday-9 p.m. 
E.S.T., 8 p.m. C.S.T., 9:30p.m. 
M.S.T., 8:30p.m. P.S.T.-over 
W ABC- Columbia Network 
smoke Catnels 
Smoking Camels Found to Ease 
the Strain and Promote Well-Being 
Life gets more complex. The pace 
grows faster. Where do we see the 
effects? Frequently on digestion, so 
often overtaxed by the busy whirl! 
Smoking Camels has been estab-
lished as a definite aid in promoting 
good digestion. Turn to Camels 
yourself. They have a mildness that 
never grows tiresome. Make smok-
ing Camels part of your daily life, 
and see how much . more zest you 
.have for smoking and how your 
digestion is measurably improved. 
Camels set you right! 
Cl l936, R. J. ReFnolds TobaccO Co., Winaton·Salem, N.C. 
JUNGLE BOUND! "I smoke Camels 
for digestion's sake," says Frank 
Buck, famous wild animal collector. 
"Camels for flavor!" he says. "They are 
rich and mellow, yet delicately mild." 
and the immortal "Buffalo Bill" ... Taft and Belasco. 
"We've noticed that patrons who appreciate fine 
foods also appreciate fine tobaccos," says William, of 
Keen's. "Camels are a favorite here. We've noticed 
that our guests who smoke Camels during and after 
meals seem to find more pleasure in dining." 
IRON MAN. Murray 
Murdock (in center), 
of the N.Y. Rangers, 
has played over 500 
straight hockey games~ 
"I often have to eat 
and run," Murray says. 
"Camels help me to 
digest my food." 
SYRACUSE Umver, 
sity's 35'game win, 
ning streak was broken 
last month by the fast, 
passing Notre Dame 
quintet, and here is 
one of the field goals 
that made up the Ram, 
lers' 46'to--43 
GENIUS , , Three-year-old 
Jackie Heitmann is rated 
by Washington University 
(St. Louis) psychologists as 
"near genius" because he has 
an I. Q. rating of I)?, can 
spell such words as mercur-
ochrome and zwiebac~ and 
has a repertoire of 30 popular 
songs and 25 recitations. The 
I. Q. test which he took is 
the Stanford,Binet intelligence 
test for seven,year-clds. · 
FALCONRY is steadily in-
creasing in popularity among 
collegiate sportsmen. Alvin 
Nye, University of Pennsylvania 
grid star, is the newest devotee 
of the sport. 
AN unusual pho-
tograph of a 
Grinnell (Iowa )Col-
lege student archer 
taken for CoLLE' 
GIATE DIGEST _ by. 
Wallace W. Kirk, 
land. 
Human Statues 
of man. Under the leadership of l 
at 2 ro colleges and universities 




Iowa R. 0. T. 
C. members chose 
Catherine Nacke as 
the honorary cadet 
colonel to prestde 
over their a n·n ua 1 
Military Ball. 
~eld College gymnasts have won wide fame for their classic human 
:es depicting important events in the history of sports and the progress 
udd, gymnastic coach at the Massachusetts institution, they have exhibited 
United States, Canada and Mexico. 'The three photos shown here, The 
aeel, are included in their 1936 program. 
ALMA MATER IS 
the latest dance 
crea'tion of Giselle Syl, 
via and Charles Laskey, 
members of a leading 
American ballet. A 
movement from their 
collegiate dance is shown 
here . 
. .... . 
AT M Y W INDOW, unusual photographic study by Lawrence Berman, University of 
M innesota student photographer, is the first 
winner of the PICTURE OF THE WEEK contest 
resumed with this jssue of CoLLEGIAT.E, DrGEST.· 
Five dollars is paid. each week's winner. 
N ED SENGPIEL Jumps frop1 the starting blocks during practice for Marquette University's 
stiff indoor and outdoor track schedules. 
WHEN 'The Shadow alarmed Indiana University students 
with his eerie interruptions of telephone calls it took 
Newspaperman Harry Walterhouse to solve the mystery. He 
discovered that a combination of dial numbers made the cut,ins 
possible. 
VIOLA SMITH 
is the student 
head of the winter 
sports program at 
Lasell College (Au-
burndale, Mass.). 
LILLIAN BENESTAD, Gouch er 
College sophomore, was recent 1 Y 
elected vice-president of her class. 
1pe smokers glad they tried P. A. on 
Money-Back oHer! 




"I've never found Prince Albert's equal for taste. 
And I get around fifty pipefuls out of every big 
two-ounce tin," says George Beekman, '36. 
"I've done a lot of pipe smoking,'' says Dick 
Colligan, '38, "and Prince Albert is the ideal, 
in my opinion. It's very mild-makes a very 
nice cake in the bowl-tastes mellow and cool." 
Try Prince Albert yourself. See free offer below. 
JRY 20 PIPEFULS AT OUR RISK 
PlUNC£ ALB.ERT 
RAT.£5 ~IRST ON 
MILDN-ESS ANt> 
FLAVOR 
"P. A. is the an-
swer to this pi~ 
smoking bUsiness," 
saYBDonaldLaCasse,'39. 
Smoke 20 fratrrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. if you don't find it ·the 
~ell~weat, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever amok~ return the pocket 
tin with the rest of the tobacco in it to ua at any time within a month 
from this date. and we will refund full purchase price. plus postage. PiON; ToLHRi~~~;~;L 
pipefuls ol fra-
arant tobacco in 
• ..,~ 2--ounce tin 
o1 ·nee Albert 
QRALEE GRANES for two years bas 
reigned as Beauty Queen of Millsaps Col, 
lege. She is a member of Kappa Delta sorority. 
QLDEST PHI BETA KAPPA KEY in existence has been 
presented to Middlebury (Vt.) College. It was won at 
Yale in 1793 by Jeremiah Atwater (right), who later became 
Middlebury's first president. 
f'?R THE SECOND TIME IN TWO YEARS an Emory 
University student has held the perfect bridge hand. Heard 
Harris is the latest to join the ranks of bridge immortals with 
his hand of I 3 cards of one suit. Witnesses testify it was 
dealt according to the rules. 
W k U Three University of a Cf- pper Florida students, cursed 
with eight o'clocks three times a week; have devised this 
unusual alarm system. Co-inventor Frank Atkinson 
described it thus: "It consists of a large brass crash 
cymbal bung from the ceiling and a hammer and a bed, 
spring mechanism for crashing it. The device is set by 
placing the weighted ink bottle attached to the string 
behind the clock. A lever arm attached to the clock 
p~sb~ the weight through a hole in the base, thereby 
tnppmg the trigger that does the dirty work. The busi, 
ness administration student in the adjoining room who 
has ~:n o'clock classes vigorously protests its effective, 
THESE SIX GEOLOGISTS from Santa Ana (Calif.) 
Junior College performed the unusual feat of climbing 
to the bottom of Grand Canyon and back in less than 
eight hours. 
FLEDGLINGS AT THE FOILS 
Coach Julia Jones gives elementary in-
structions to the members of the New York 
University freshman· fencing class. 
MARY HELEN WARREN, Stanford 
University student and niece of Gen. 
John J. Pershing, will nile over the colorful 
annual frontier days celebration at Cheyenne, 
Wyo., in July. 
LOUD COLORS and plaids were featured in the advance showing 
of srnng s~yl~ for the _college _man at the convention of the 
Nationa AssoctatiOn of Retail Clothiers. 
IMPACTS and variations of cosmic rays at sea level will be studied by the University 
of Chicago's Physicist Arthur H. Compton 
with the aid of this new cosmic.ray meter. 
Of AMAGE estimated at $250> ooo resulted from this 6 
a. m. fire which destroyed the 
administration building of the 
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute. 
FIRST-HAND STUDY of Washjngton po, 
litical institutions is made each year by 
Brooklyn College students under the direction 
of Prof. L. A. Warsoff. They are shown here 
starting on their five-day jaunt to the nation's 
caoital. 
